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REAL-AIR DATA-REDUCTION PROCEDURES 
BASED ON FLOW PARAMETERS MEASURED IN THE TEST SECTION 
OF SUPERSONIC AND HYPERSONIC FACILITIES 
By Charles G. Miller III and Sue E. Wilder 
Langley Research  Center 
SUMMARY 
Data-reduction  procedures  for  determining  free-stream  and  post-normal-shock 
kinetic  and  thermodynamic  quantities a r e  derived.  These  procedures  are  applicable  to 
imperfect real-air flows  in  thermochemical  equilibrium  for  temperatures  to 15 000 K 
and a range of pressures  from 0.25 N/m2 to 1 GN/m2. Although derived  primarily  to 
meet  the  immediate  needs of the  Langley  6-inch  expansion  tube,  these  procedures are 
applicable  to any supersonic  or  hypersonic real-air test facility  where  combinations of 
the following flow parameters  are  measured  in the test  section: 
(1) Stagnation pressure behind normal  shock 
(2) Free-stream  static  pressure 
(3) Stagnation-point  heat-transfer  rate 
(4) Free-stream flow velocity 
(5) Stagnation  density  behind  normal  shock 
(6) Free-stream  density 
Nine data-reduction  procedures  resulting  from  various  combinations of three of these 
measured flow parameters  are  derived.  These  procedures employ an adjustment of 
computed flow parameters by numerical  iteration  until  measured  and  computed flow 
parameters are within a prescribed  tolerance. 
Because  the  above six flow parameters are measured  in  the test section,  these 
procedures do not  depend  explicitly upon measured  or  calculated  upstream flow param- 
eters.  The  elimination of dependence  on  upstream flow conditions resul ts   in  a reduction 
in  the  uncertainty  in  predicted  test-section  conditions. 
Limitations of the  various  procedures  and  uncertainties  in  calculated flow quantities 
corresponding to uncertainties  in  measured  input  data are discussed. All nine  procedures 
are incorporated  into a single  computer  program  written  in FORTRAN IV language. A 
listing of this computer  program is presented,  along  with a description of the  inputs 
required  and a sample of the  data  printout. 
INTRODUCTION 
Over  the  past  decade, a number of studies (refs. 1 to 11) have  been  directed  toward 
prediction of performance  characteristics of expansion  tubes  and  expansion tunnels. The 
initial theoretical  study of the  expansion  tube  was  performed by Trimpi  (ref. 1). In refer-  
ence 1 a simplified  flow  model  based  on  idealized  processes  was  used.  However,  Trimpi 
acknowledged  the  possible  existence of detrimental  effects on  expansion  tube  performance 
arising  from  real  physical  conditions (such as noninstantaneous  primary-  and  secondary- 
diaphragm rupture, shock-wave attenuation, interface mixing, and flow turbulence). At 
the  time  reference 1 was  written,  the  extent  to  which  these  possible  phenomena  deviated 
the  actual flow from  idealized flow remained  to  be  determined  experimentally.  (The 
complexity  associated  with  these  real  physical  conditions  generally  prohibits  rigorous 
theoretical  treatment.)  To this end,  the  Langley  shock  tunnel was modified in  1961  to 
serve as a pilot  model  expansion  tube.'  Experimental  results of exploratory  studies  in 
this facility are reported  in  references 12 and 13. As might  be  expected,  significant d i f -  
ferences between measured  and  theoretically  predicted  flow  quantities  were  observed. 
Investigations  representing  extensions of existing  experimental  studies  into  the 
high-velocity real-air regime will be  performed  in  the Langley  6-inch  expansion  tube. 
To  make  meaningful  comparisons of these real-air data with the  existing  data  and  corre- 
sponding correlations,  accurate  predictions of free-stream and  post-normal-shock flow 
conditions are  required. 
The  usual  procedure  for  determining  expansion  tube  test-section flow conditions 
(for real air in  thermochemical  equilibrium) is first to  determine  conditions  behind  the 
incident  shock  propagating  into  the  static test gas within  the  intermediate  section  (see 
fig. 1). (The charts of ref. 14 a r e  a convenient and often employed means of determining 
these  conditions.) An isentropic  unsteady  expansion  from  the  velocity of the  shocked test  
gas  in  the  intermediate  section  to  the  measured  free-stream  velocity at the  test  section 
is performed  (ref. 3). With the  free-stream flow conditions  determined,  the  post-normal- 
shock  conditions are  determined  from  existing  tables or  charts  for  standing  normal  shocks. 
This  scheme  generally  yields  test-section flow  quantities  significantly  different  from  mea- 
sured  quantities. 
The  purpose of this study is to  provide a means  for  obtaining  accurate  test-section 
flow conditions in  the  expansion  tube  and  expansion  tunnel.  The  computational  scheme 
used  to  predict  test-section  conditions is based on flow parameters  measured  in  the test 
section,  and  thus  an  explicit  dependence upon measured  or  calculated  upstream flow 
parameters is eliminated.  The  elimination of dependence  on  upstream flow conditions 
should  result  in a substantial  reduction  in  the  uncertainty  in  predicted  test-section condi- 
tions. (For example, it has  been  speculated  in refs. 13 and 15 that  one  cause of failure 
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of the  theoretical  approach  in  predicting  test-section  conditions is nonideal  rupture of 
the  upstream  secondary  diaphragm.) Such a computational  scheme  requires  measure- 
ment of three flow quantities at the test section  in  order  to  satisfy  the  conservation  equa- 
tions  for a standing  normal  shock.  Presently,  three  test-section flow  quantities are mea- 
sured,  on a routine basis, in  the Langley  6-inch  expansion tube: 
(1) Stagnation pressure behind normal  shock 
(2) Tube  wall  static  pressure 
(3) Velocity of interface of acceleration  gas  and test gas 
Another measurable flow quantity  that  will  be  obtained  on a routine  basis is stagnation- 
point heat-transfer  rate.  Stagnation-point  heat-transfer  rate  measurements  have  been 
obtained  successfully  in  shock  tubes  and  shock  tunnels  with  thin-film  gages (e.g., refs. 16 
to 18) and thick-film gages (e.g., refs. 19 and 20). Hence, these  instrumentation  tech- 
niques a r e  applicable  in  the  expansion  tube (ref. 21). Stagnation-point heating rate has 
been  employed as a basic  input  datum  in  data-reduction  procedures  for  arc-heated 
impulse  tunnels  (commonly referred  to as hotshot  tunnels) as discussed  in  reference 22. 
Following  the  example of reference 22, the  stagnation-point  heating  rate is included 
herein as a fourth  basic  input  datum. 
An additional flow quantity  that  can  be  inferred  from  experimental  techniques is the 
density. Although free-stream  density and stagnation-point  density  behind a normal 
shock a r e  not presently  measured  in  the Langley  6-inch  expansion  tube o r  expansion  tun- 
nel  on a routine  basis,  these two quantities are,  nevertheless,  considered  herein as input 
data. 
From  these six flow quantities  measured at the test section,  nine  procedures  for 
determining  free-stream  and  post-normal-shock flow conditions a r e  derived.  These 
procedures  utilize  the  thermodynamic  properties  for  imperfect  real air in  thermochemi- 
cal  equilibrium as tabulated  in  references 23 and 24. (The results of refs. 23 and 24 
represent a compilation of the air data of refs. 25 and 26,  with  interpolations  and  differ- 
entiation. They cover a range of temperatures  from IO0 K to 15 000 K and a range of 
pressures  from 0.25 N/m2 to 1 GN/m2.) Although derived  to  meet  the  immediate  needs 
of the  Langley  6-inch  expansion  tube,  these  procedures are also  applicable  to  supersonic 
o r  hypersonic test facilities with real-air flows. 
Limitations of the  procedures are discussed. An experimental  uncertainty is 
assigned  to  each of the six experimental  inputs  and  the  corresponding  uncertainty  in  cal- 
culated flow quantities is examined. 
The  relations  considered  for  the  prediction of stagnation-point  heat-transfer rate 
for  real  air are  discussed  in appendix A. The  transport  properties  for  high-temperature 
air required  in  the  prediction of stagnation-point  heat-transfer rate  are discussed  in 
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appendix B. The  calculation  schemes  for  the  individual  data-reduction  procedures are 
presented  in  appendix C. All nine  procedures are incorporated  into a single  computer 
program  written  in FORTRAN IV language. A listing of this computer  program  and a 
sample  data  printout are presented  in appendix  D,  and a description of the  inputs  required 
is presented  in  appendix E. 
. SYMBOLS 
The  International  System of Units (SI) is used  for all physical  quantities  in  this 
study.  Conversion  factors  relating  the SI Units  to U.S. Customary Units  a r e  given in  
reference 27. 
a 
cP 
D 
h 
hC 
hD 
k 
M 
NLe 
NNu 
N p r  
NRe 
P 
P 
4 
speed of sound,  m/sec 
specific  heat at constant  pressure,  J/kg-K 
diffusion  coefficient,  m2/sec 
specific enthalpy, m2/sec2 (J/kg) 
convective  heat-transfer  coefficient, W/m2-K 
atomic  dissociation  energy,  J/kg 
thermal  conductivity, W/m-K 
Mach number, V/a 
Lewis  number,  pcpDh 
Nusselt number, hcs/k 
Prandtl  number,  pcp/k 
Reynolds number per meter, pV/p 
pressure,  N/m2 
heat-transfer  rate, W/m2 
R 
T 
V 
W 
W O  
Z 
Z* 
P 
YE 
P 
7 
universal  gas  constant, 8.31434 kJ/kmol-K 
effective  nose  radius,  m 
geometric  nose  radius, m 
distance  along body measured  from  stagnation  point,  m 
nondimensional  specific  entropy 
temperature,  K 
velocity,  m/sec 
molecular  weight, kg/kmol 
molecular  weight of undissociated air, 28.967 kg/kmol 
compressibility  factor, PW,/~RT 
ratio of number of moles  to  number of moles  for  undissociated air, Wo/W 
stagnation-point  velocity  gradient,  sec-1 
isentropic exponent, (’ :zi d, 
coefficient of viscosity,  N-sec/mZ 
nondimensionalized  ratio of uncertainty  in  calculated flow quantity  to corre-  
sponding  uncertainty  in  input  quantity  (see  eq. (9)) 
density,  kg/m3 
time,  sec 
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Subscripts: 
amb 
av 
C 
low 
m 
pr  ev 
S 
S 
t 
UP 
W 
w , l  
1 
2 
ambient 
average 
calculated 
lower limit 
measured 
previous  value of a parameter 
based on  distance  along body from  stagnation  point 
model  surface  material 
stagnation  conditions behind normal  shock 
upper  limit 
model  wall 
tube o r  nozzle wall 
f ree   s t ream 
static  conditions  immediately behind normal  shock 
Superscripts: 
a! order  of iteration 
- approximate  value 
ANALYSIS 
Several  topics are presented  before  the  discussion of the various  calculation  pro- 
cedures  for  determining  free-stream and post-normal-shock flow quantities. First a 
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brief description of the  Langley  6-inch  expansion  tube  and  expansion  tunnel is given. This 
description is followed by a discussion of the  instrumentation  techniques  employed  to 
obtain  the  experimental  data  input  required by the  various  calculation  procedures.  The 
magnitude of the  uncertainties  in  the  experimental  data  input is also  discussed.  The 
source of the  thermodynamic  properties  for  real air in  thermochemical  equilibrium 
employed in  this study is discussed. Next, the  methods  for  crossing  the  standing  normal 
shock are discussed,  since  these  methods are common  to all calculation  procedures. 
Finally,  the  relations  used  to  predict  stagnation-point  heat-transfer rate are discussed 
briefly. 
Description of Expansion  Tube  and  Expansion  Tunnel 
The  Langley  6-inch  expansion  tube is basically a cylindrical  tube  with a 15.24-cm 
inside  diameter, divided by two diaphragms  into  three  sections.  The  most  upstream  sec- 
tion is the  driver  or  high-pressure  section.  This  section is pressurized  at  ambient  tem- 
perature with a gas  having a high speed of sound,  such as hydrogen o r  helium.  (Greater 
operation  efficiency is realized with gases having a high speed of sound; e.g., see ref. 28.) 
The  pressure and  speed of sound of the  driver gas are  increased  further by heating  the 
gas with a 3 - M W  resistance  heater  or  utilizing  an  arc  discharge  into  the  gas  from a 10-MJ 
capacitor bank. The intermediate  section is usually referred to as the  driven  section. 
This  section is evacuated  and  filled with the  test  gas at ambient  temperature.  The  most 
downstream section is referred to as the expansion or  acceleration  section.  This  section 
is also  evacuated and generally  filled  with  helium at a low pressure and  ambient  tempera- 
ture. For resistance  heating of the  driver  gas,  the  driver  and  driven  sections  are  sepa- 
rated by a double  diaphragm  apparatus  capable of withstanding a maximum pressure d i f -  
ferential of 68.95 MN/m2. (By controlling  the  pressure  level  in  the  small  chamber 
between these  diaphragms,  the  time of diaphragm  rupture  can  be  controlled.)  For a r c  
heating, a single  diaphragm is used  between  the  driver and driven  sections. A weak, low- 
pressure  diaphragm  (secondary  diaphragm)  separates  the  driven  and  acceleration  sections. 
The  test  section  and  model are located at the  downstream  exit of the  acceleration  section. 
The  operating  sequence,  which is shown schematically  in figure 1, begins  with  the 
rupture of the high-pressure  diaphragm. A primary  shock wave  propagates  into  the  static 
test  gas and an  expansion wave propagates  into  the  driver  gas.  The  shock wave then 
encounters  and  ruptures  the  low-pressure  diaphragm. A secondary  shock wave propagates 
into  the  low-pressure  accelerating  gas  while  an  upstream  expansion  wave  moves  into  the 
test  gas. In passing  through this upstream  expansion  wave,  which is being  washed down- 
stream  since  the  shock-heated test gas is supersonic,  the test gas  undergoes an isentropic 
unsteady  expansion  resulting  in  an  increase  in  the flow velocity. 
The  expansion  tunnel is simply  an  expansion  tube  with a nozzle  added at the down- 
s t ream end. Thus,  the  test  gas is processed first by the  primary  shock  in  the  interme- 
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diate section,  then by an unsteady  expansion in  the  acceleration  chamber,  and  finally by 
an  isentropic  steady  expansion  in  the  nozzle (ref. 4). 
Experimental  Data 
Pressure.-  The  expansion  tube is characterized by extremely  short test times.  In 
general,  the  test  time is less than 400 psec,  and  thus  the  pressure  instrumentation  must 
have very fast response  to  pressure  change and a minimum of orifice-cavity  volume  to 
reduce  pressure-lag  effects.  Presently,  stagnation  pressure behind a normal  shock  (pitot 
pressure) and  expansion  tube o r  nozzle-wall pressure  are  measured with  miniature  piezo- 
electric  (quartz)  transducers having rise  t imes of approximately 1 to 3 psec  and a pres- 
sure  range of approximately 700 N/m2 to 20 MN/m2. The  pressure  transducers  are  used 
in  conjunction with a charge  amplifier, and  the  output  signal is recorded  from  an  oscillo- 
scope  with  the  aid of a camera. 
Experimental  uncertainties  in  such  pressure  measurements  are  dependent on  many 
factors,  such as pressure  level with regard to transducer  sensitivity,  calibration  technique 
(static or  dynamic),  transducer  linearity,  oscilloscope  accuracy,  quality of oscilloscope 
t races  with respect  to  the  signal-to-noise  ratio,  and  data  read-up  procedure.  Hence, a 
general  assignment of the  uncertainty  in  these  pressure  measurements is not possible. 
On the  basis of previous  experience,  the  maximum  uncertainties  in  pressure  measure- 
ments  are  believed  to be less  than *20 percent  for  tube or  nozzle-wall  pressure and for 
pitot  pressure. 
Velocity.-  The free-stream velocity is usually  inferred by using a microwave  tech- 
nique. A microwave  signal is propagated  upstream  into  the  acceleration  section by means 
of an  antenna  mounted in  the neighborhood of the  acceleration-section  exit  (test  section). 
The  microwave  signal is reflected  from  the  interface,  provided  the  electron  concentration 
at the  interface is high enough for  reflection of the  operating  signal. (As shown in  ref. 9, 
for  incident  shock  velocities  less  than 10 km/sec  in  the  helium  acceleration  gas,  the 
helium is not ionized  and is therefore  transparent to  the  microwave  signal.)  The  inter- 
ference of the  reflected  wave.  with  the  transmitted  wave  provides a measurement of the 
interface  velocity.  The  microwave  signal is recorded  on  film by means of a combination 
of a high-speed  drum  camera  and  an  oscilloscope.  The  uncertainty  in  measuring  the 
interface  velocity  with this technique is believed  to  be less  than *2 percent.  However, 
the  experimental  results of reference 29 show that  the flow velocity is not uniform  behind 
the  interface,  and  inferring  that  the  free-stream  velocity is equal  to  the  interface  velocity 
may result   in  errors up to 5 percent  for  velocities  around 6 km/sec. For the  purposes 
of this study,  the  uncertainty  in  free-stream  velocity (as inferred  from  microwave  mea- 
surements) will be  assumed not to  exceed 55  percent. 
a 
Stamation-mint  heat-transfer rate.- Because of the  heat-flux  limitations of thin- 
film  heat-transfer  gages,  thick-film or  calorimeter  heat-transfer gages are used  to  mea- 
sure  stagnation-point  heat-transfer rates in  the  Langley  6-inch  expansion  tube.  The  thick- 
film  gage  consists of a thin-foil  sensing  element  (usually  pure  platinum)  mounted  on an 
insulating  substrate.  The  foil  thickness is chosen so that  only a negligible  amount of heat 
is transferred  to  the  substrate  (generally less than  5  percent)  during  the  testing  period. 
A detailed  theoretical  treatment of the  thick-film  heat-transfer  gage  and  data-reduction 
procedure is presented  in  reference 19. In  reference 20, the  experimental  uncertainty 
for  the  thick-film  heat-transfer  gage is stated  to  be *11 percent.  Possible  detrimental 
effects  due  to flow turbulence  level  and flow contamination,  the  magnitudes of which are 
unknown for  the Langley  6-inch  expansion  tube, would tend  to  increase  the  uncertainty  in 
stagnation-point  heat-transfer  measurements. For this study, the uncertainty in these 
measurements will be assumed not to  exceed *20 percent. 
Density.- Free-stream  density  measurements  have been  made in  the Langley  pilot 
model  expansion  tube by using a spectroscopic method similar to  that  described  in  refer- 
ence’30.  These  measurements,  which are based  on  the  light-absorption  properties of 
oxygen molecules,  are  believed  to  have  an  uncertainty of approximately *lo percent. For 
purposes of this  study,  the  uncertainty  in both free-stream  density  and  stagnation-point 
density will be assumed not to  exceed *20 percent. 
Thermodynamic  Properties  for  Real Air 
Thermodynamic  properties  for  imperfect  real air in  thermochemical  equilibrium 
a r e  obtained  from a magnetic  tape  furnished  to  the  Langley  Research  Center by the  Arnold 
Engineering Development Center (AEDC) in  late 1965. The thermodynamic properties 
obtained  from  this  tape  correspond  to  the  properties  tabulated  in  reference 23 for  various 
values of s/R. The temperature range of reference 23 and of the AEDC tape is 100 K to 
15 000 K and the pressure  range is 0.25 N/m2 to 1 GN/m2. For temperatures  from 100 K 
to 1500 K, the  results of reference 23 were  obtained by interpolation of the  data of refer- 
ence 25; for temperatures  from 1500 K to  15 000 K, the results  were  obtained by interpo- 
lation of the  data of reference 26. In addition  to  the  effects of dissociation  and  ionization, 
the  high-temperature  data of reference 26 include  second  virial  corrections  for  interac- 
tions between neutral-neutral species and ion-neutral species. The low-temperature 
(undissociated) air composition of reference 26 is 78.084 percent N2,  20.946 percent 02, 
0.934 percent Ar, 0.033 percent  C02, and 0.003 percent Ne by volume.  This  composition 
corresponds  to a molecular  weight of 28.967. 
Thermodynamic properties included on the composite AEDC tape are a, h, p, 
s/R, T, Z , Z*, yE,  and p. The  properties a and yE correspond  to  those  tabulated 
in  reference  31 for temperatures  from 1500 K to 15 000 K. The  results of reference  31 . 
were  obtained by interpolation  and  differentiation of the  real-air  data of reference 26. 
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A s  obtained from AEDC, the  subroutine  for  searching  the real-air tape  required 
inputs of s/R in  conjunction with one of the following thermodynamic properties: a, h, 
p, T, p. (The procedure  whereby a, h,  p, T, or p is used  in conjunction  with s/R 
for  inputs to the AEDC tape is designated  herein as SLOW.) An interpolation  procedure 
allowing combinations of h, p, and p as inputs to the AEDC tape was derived for this 
study. This interpolation procedure is referred  to  herein as SEARCH (L), where L = 1 
denotes  inputs  h  and  p, L = 2 denotes  inputs  p  and  p,  and L = 3  denotes  inputs 
h  and p. 
The  relations  derived  in  reference 32 for  predicting  thermodynamic  properties of 
real  air in  thermochemical  equilibrium  were  also  employed  in  the  present  study.  These 
relations  were  obtained  from  curve fits to  the  real-air  results of references 25,  33, 
and  34,  and  cover a temperature  range of 90 K to 15 000 K. Imperfect air (intermolecular 
force)  effects  are  neglected  in  reference 32. The  maximum  percentage errors  in  the 
results of these  relations  for a pressure  range of 10  to  1000 kN/m2 and temperature  range 
of 2000 K to 15 000 K a r e  (ref.  32): 
a, percent . . . . . . . . . . .  2.78 
h, percent . . . . . . . . . . .  1.96 
T,  percent . . . . . . . . . . .  2.24 
Z, percent . . . . . . . . . . .  0.75 
yE, percent . . . . . . . . . . .  "5.00 
p,  percent . . . . . . . . . . .  2.52 
These relations, in which the independent variables a r e  p and s/R, are incorporated 
into a subroutine  designated  herein as SAVE (K). This  subroutine  utilizes  an  iteration- 
interpolation scheme allowing combinations of h, p, s/R, and p as inputs; K = 1 
denotes  inputs  p and s/R, K = 2 denotes  inputs  p and  p, K = 3  denotes  inputs  p 
and h, and K = 4  denotes  inputs  h  and p. 
Iterative  Procedure  for Standing  Normal Shock 
The  conservation  relations  for  mass,  momentum,  and  energy for a standing  normal 
shock are 
hl   +-V12 1 = h 2   + z V 2  1 2  
2 
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Both the  direct  solution  and  the  inverse  solution  to  the  conservation  relations  were  used 
in  this study.  The  direct  solution  requires  the  free-stream flow conditions,  including 
flow velocity, as inputs  and  yields  the  postshock  static  and  stagnation  conditions.  The 
inverse  solution  requires  postshock flow conditions as inputs  and  yields  the  free-stream 
conditions.  The direct  solution is generally  employed  when at least two of the  required 
three  inputs are free-stream conditions,  and  the  inverse  solution is employed when at 
least two of the  required  three  inputs  are  postshock conditions.  Both  solutions will now 
be  discussed. 
Direct  solution.- In the  direct  solution,  the  free-stream flow conditions  appearing 
on  the  left  side of equations (1) to (3) are  considered known. To solve  for  the  four 
unknown postshock static conditions pa, V2, p2, and h ~ ) ,  an additional relation is 
required,  the  equation of state  in  the  form of SEARCH (L) o r  SAVE (K). (Either 
SEARCH (L) o r  SAVE (K) may be  used as the  equation of state. In the  subsequent dis- 
cussion SEARCH (L) will  be  used,  except  in  cases  where  relatively  accurate initial esti- 
mates of thermodynamic  properties  are  required, for which SAVE (K) is preferable.) 
( 
The  iterative  procedure  for  the  direct  solution  begins by first estimating a value 
of pa. This value of p2 is used in equation (1) to yield a value of V2. Then p2 is 
found from equation (2) and ha from  equation (3). These  values of p2 and ha a r e  
used as inputs to SEARCH (1) to obtain a value of p2. This p2 from SEARCH (1) is 
compared with the initial estimate of pa. If these values of pa a r e  not within 0.1 per- 
cent, the p2 obtained from SEARCH (1) is used in equations (1) to (3) to obtain new val- 
ues of V2, p2, and ha. This procedure, commonly referred to as the method of suc- 
cessive approximations, is repeated until successive values of p2 obtained from 
SEARCH (1) a r e  within 0.1 percent. 
The  number of iterations  in  the method of successive  approximations is dependent 
upon the  accuracy of the initial estimate of pa. Hence, a means  for  providing an  accurate 
initial estimate of p2 was examined. Since the free-stream conditions are assumed to 
be known in  the  direct  solution,  the  stagnation  enthalpy  can  be  determined  from  the 
relation 
h t = h l + - V I  1 2  
2 
If measured pt is not available, the relation 
Pt = C P p l  2 
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is used to estimate pt. The factor C for real air may vary from approximately 0.93 to 
1.0 (ref. 35). In this study, C was taken to be 0.965. 
With a known pt value o r  estimated (within *3.5 percent) value from equation (5) 
and a known ht, a relatively accurate value of pt is obtained from SAVE (3). The ini- 
tial estimate of p2 is taken as 
In  general, two to  five  iterations  are  required  for this method of successive 
approximations. 
The  postshock  stagnation  conditions are determined by assuming  that  the flow region 
extending from  immediately behind the  normal  shock  to  the  stagnation  point is isentropic 
(that is, s t /R = sz/R).  The  calculated. pt is obtained by using  st/R  and  ht as inputs 
to SLOW. Other  stagnation-point  thermodynamic  properties of interest are obtained by 
using  ht  and pt as inputs  to SEARCH (1). 
For the  case  where SAVE (K) is used  to  obtain  postshock  stagnation  conditions, a 
value of pt is estimated from the ideal-gas isentropic relation (ref. 36): 
Since  the flow in  the  region  extending  from  immediately  downstream of the  shock  to  the 
stagnation point can be considered to behave as an "ideal" gas y - ( E,2 - 'E,t and Z2  =: Zt), 
& from equation (7) is relatively accurate. Hence, values of pt within 5 percent of Ft 
a r e  used along with s2/R as inputs to SAVE (l), and corresponding values of Kt a r e  
obtained. Since ht is known, an interpolation is performed to obtain the desired pt. 
For  convenience, this iterative  procedure  for  determining  postshock  static and 
stagnation-flow  conditions will be referred to hereafter as DIRECT. 
Inverse  solution.-  The  postshock  conditions  serving as inputs  in  the  various  proce- 
dures are inferred ht from stagnation-point heat-transfer rate measurement, measured 
pt, and measured pt. For procedures having ht and pt as inputs, the corresponding 
stagnation conditions are obtained from SEARCH (1). Procedures having pt and pt as 
inputs utilize SEARCH (2) to obtain corresponding stagnation conditions. Procedures 
having ht and pt as inputs are not included in  this study.) 
( 
The flow region behind the shock is assumed  to  be  isentropic;  hence  s2/R is 
known. An initial estimate of p2 is made and used with s2/R as input to SLOW to 
1 2  
obtain p2 and h2. The corresponding V2 is found from the energy equation 
In the data-reduction procedures using the inverse solution, either p1 or p1 is known. 
Thus,  the  free-stream  quantities  appearing on  the left side of equations (1) to (3) can  be 
determined. The p1 and h l  values are used as inputs to SEARCH (1) to .obtain a value 
of pl. This p1 from SEARCH (1) is compared with the measured or  calculated p1, 
and if  not  within  the desired  tolerance,  the  value of p2 is varied and  the  procedure 
repeated. This numerical iteration on p2 is continued until the condition on p1 is 
satisfied. 
Because of the  relative  insensitivity of p2 to  variations  in  free-stream flow condi- 
tions, this inverse  shock-crossing  procedure  generally  requires a larger  number of i tera- 
tions than the direct solution. Thus, it is desirable that the limits of p2 required in this 
iteration  be  chosen so as to  minimize  computer  time. For most  tests  in  the  expansion 
tube, the limits on p2 will lie between 
(P2)up = 0.97Pt 
(P2)low = 0J35pt 
These  limits  are  applicable  for  ideal-air  free-stream Mach numbers  greater  than 3 or  so. 
For Mach numbers  less  than 3 ,  the lower limit of p2 must  be  decreased  to  insure  that 
the actual p2 l ies between these limits on p2. (In the interest of computer time, the 
user  is urged to adjust  these  limits so as to minimize the range of iteration on p2 for 
his particular  problem.) 
This  iteration  procedure  for  determining  postshock and free-stream flow conditions 
will  be referred  to  hereafter as INVERSE. 
Prediction of Stagnation-Point  Heat-Transfer  Rates 
Over  the  past two decades,  considerable  effort  has  been  directed  toward  obtaining 
relations  for  predicting  stagnation-point  heat-transfer  rates at high  flight  velocities. 
Consequently,  the  literature  contains  numerous  theoretical  procedures for determining 
laminar  stagnation-point  heating rates for  blunt  axisymmetric  bodies.  However, as noted 
in  references 37 and  38,  the scatter  in  experimental  data  obtained at velocities  greater 
than 6.1 km/sec  prohibits  identification of the least uncertain  theoretical  procedures. 
- 
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Because  measured ‘It is considered as a basic  input  datum,  an  accurate  means of 
predicting at must be utilized. Hence the theoretical results of references 39 to 43 for 
predicting kt on  blunt  axisymmetric bodies are examined,  along  with  the  empirical rela- 
tion of reference 44. (The results of these  studies are discussed in appendix A.) As 
noted in  reference 45, uncertainties  in  transport  properties of high-temperature air 
represent a source of discrepancies  in  the  various  theoretical  relations  for  predicting kt. 
Thus,  the  results of references 46 to 48 concerning  transport  properties of high- 
temperature air are  discussed  briefly  in appendix B. 
Procedures for Determining  Free-Stream  and  Postshock Flow Conditions 
The  procedures  for  determining  free-stream  and  post-normal-shock flow conditions 
are identified in  the  computer  program as ITEST. For  convenience,  this  method of iden- 
tification will be employed  in  the  following  discussion. 
The  basic.  measured  inputs  and  iterative  procedure  for  crossing  the  normal  shock 
are given  in  the  following  table: 
ITEST 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Shock-crossing  procedure 
Direct 
Direct 
Inverse 
Direct 
Direct 
Direct 
Inverse 
Inverse 
Direct 
_” 
In these  procedures  calculated  and  measured flow quantities  are  compared, and if 
the  calculated  quantities a r e  not  within a prescribed  tolerance of the  measured  quantities, 
a numerical  iteration is performed.  This  iteration  results  in  an  upgrading of the  cal- 
culated flow quantity  until  satisfactory  agreement  between  calculated  and  measured  val- 
ues is obtained.  The  prescribed  tolerance  established  for  iteration is, of course,  some- 
what arbitrary.  For  example,  in  general  usage of these  procedures  for  the  expansion 
tube, the calculated pt is required to be within 1 percent of the measured pt. Refining 
this tolerance  to a smaller  value is not  believed  warranted,  considering  the  experimental 
14 
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uncertainty in measured pt. However, in  real-air facilities where pt can be measured 
with a high degree of confidence,  the  user of these  data-reduction  procedures  may  wish  to 
define  the  tolerances  for  iteration.  Hence,  the  tolerances  for  iteration  on  the  measured 
quantities pt, kt, and p1 are treated as inputs and the user can establish his own 
degree of refinement on these iterations. The tolerance on measured pt is denoted by 
TOLPT, that on measured kt by TOLQT, and that on measured pt by TOLRHO. 
In the  case of the  expansion  tube,  the free-stream  static  pressure is assumed  to  be 
equal to the measured tube wall pressure that is, p1 = P ~ , ~ ) .  This assumption is sub- 
ject  to  question, As discussed  in  reference 49, a number of experimental  studies  have 
shown  that  the  measured  wall  static  pressure is greater  than  the  static  pressure at the 
edge of a turbulent boundary layer. These studies indicate that pw,l/pl becomes 
increasingly  greater  than 1 as Mach  number  increases.  For air and  nitrogen  flows, 
pw,l/pl is less  than approximately 1.1 when M1 is less than 10; however, when M 1  
is about 20, p may be as much as twice p1 (ref. 49). Because of the inherent dif-  
ferences between  conventional wind tunnels  and  the  expansion  tube  (particularly  in  regard 
to  test  time),  the  questionable  state of the  expansion  tube wall boundary layer  (laminar, 
transitional, o r  turbulent),  and  the  lack of a correlation  for  p , no attempt is made 
to adjust pl. 
( 
w , l  
w, l p l  
The  calculation  scheme  for  the  individual  procedures (ITEST) is discussed  in 
appendix C. 
DISCUSSION 
Because of the greater  simplicity  associated with procedure ITEST = 5, this pro- 
cedure was the first to  be  programed  for  computer  usage.  For  debugging  purposes,  cases 
were run with ITEST = 5 which covered a Tt range of 1200 K to 14 000 K. The charts 
of reference 50 were  used,  where  applicable,  to  provide a rough  check  on  the  computed 
flow parameters. After the debugging process  for ITEST = 5, several   cases were run 
and  the  results  were  compared with the  recent  results of reference 51. In all cases,  the 
free-stream and  postshock flow conditions  agreed  with  those of reference 51  to  within 
1 percent. (The Tt range corresponding to these comparison cases was 1500 K to 
13 000 K.) Following the successful check of ITEST = 5, the remaining eight procedures 
were  programed and a common  check  case was run  for  each  procedure.  For  these  check 
cases  the  free-stream  inputs  were  the  same as those  employed  with  ITEST = 5,  but  the 
postshock outputs pt, pt, and kt of ITEST = 5 were used as inputs. In the check 
cases  of the  various  procedures,  TOLPT = TOLQT = TOLRHO = 0.001. For  these  tol- 
erances of iteration,  the  computed flow quantities  for all eight  procedures  were  observed 
to be in  excellent  agreement  with  those  of  ITEST = 5. 
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The  ITEST = 5  procedure was used to run a number of cases in  which  values of 
it were calculated  from  the  theoretical  findings of references 39 to 43 and  the  empirical 
result  of reference 44. Included in  these cases was a 15.24 km/sec  entry  trajectory  for 
a vehicle  having a lift-drag  ratio of 1. The  velocity  range  considered  for this entry tra- 
jectory was 1.5 to 12.2 km/sec  and  the  corresponding  altitude  range was 36.6 to  61 km. 
The results for this entry  trajectory are shown in  figure  2,  where it is plotted as a 
function of V1. The value of Tw was held at 300 K and rg (for a sphere) was 1.27 cm. 
The Tt value corresponding to V1 and to the thermodynamic conditions at the corre- 
sponding  altitude  can  be found from  the  scale at the  top of figure 2. Except  for  refer- 
ence 41, the  source of transport  properties  used  in  the  derivation of the  various  theoreti- 
cal  results  was  also  used  for  the  predicted it of figure 2. Instead of using Sutherland's 
viscosity  relation  in  the method of reference 41, pt was obtained from reference 46. 
At the lowest V1 value of figure 2 there should be little, i f  any,  difference  in 
transport properties used in references 39 to 43. For this V1 the result of reference 44 
is approximately 1.2 times the average of the five theoretical results (kt)av. As V1 
increases,  the  difference  between ht from  reference 44 and  decreases.  The pt 
results of reference 46 are believed to be too low for  Tt  values between 1500 K and 
8000 K (see appendix B); hence, i f  the  more  accurate pt results of reference 47 a r e  
employed in references 39, 41, and 42, (Gt)av will increase. Between velocities of 4.5 
and 9 km/sec,  the  magnitude of this increase is such as to bring (' qt ) av into good agree- 
ment  with  the  result of reference 44. At velocities  above 9 km/sec  (corresponding  to 
Tt  > 8000 K), the  uncertainty  in  transport  properties  increases  because of ionization  phe- 
nomena. For V1 values from 9 to 12 km/sec, the pt  of reference 46 is still conserva- 
tive  in  comparison  with  that of reference 47; hence,  use of the  results of reference 47 
would increase (ht)av. This would then  be greater  than  the kt of reference 44 
for this velocity  range. 
In this study,  the  empirically  based  result of reference 44 for  predicting it was 
decided upon for Tt 2 4500 K. This corresponds to V1 greater than approximately 
4.5 km/sec  in  figure 2. (Although ref. 44 may  be  somewhat  conservative  for 
V 1  > 9 km/sec,  the  uncertainty  in  transport  properties at these  conditions  precludes 
modification of ref. 44 or adoption of another source for predicting kt.) For 
obtained  from  reference 47. 
Tt < 4500 K, the  r sult of reference  41  was  dopted,  where pt is 
The  uncertainties  in  calculated flow quantities  due  to  uncertainties  in  experimental 
inputs  were  examined.  For  each  procedure,  one of the  inputs was varied  (simulating a 
measurement error) while  the  remaining two inputs  were  held  constant.  Hence,  the  sen- 
sitivity of the  calculated flow quantities  to this variation  in a given  input was determined. 
The  results of this error   analysis   are  shown in  figure 3, where  the  error  parameter 5 
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is plotted  for  various  free-stream  quantities  and  stagnation-point  quantities of interest. 
The parameter 5 is defined as 
e r r o r  - 
where 0 represents the calculated flow quantity of interest  and @ represents the 
experimental input quantity. The "correct" inputs used in obtaining the results of fig- , 
ure 3 correspond  to a representative  expansion  tube test with a heated  helium  driver at 
moderate  driver  pressure (16.5 MN/m2). (Values for the "correct" free-stream and 
postshock flow conditions are given  in  the  sample  printout of appendix D.) The  @error 
was less  than o r  equal  to 5 percent  for  the  results of figure 3. The  tolerances of iteration 
used in obtaining these results were TOLPT = TOLRHO = 0.001 and TOLQT = 0.005. 
As observed  from  figure 3, the  degree of uncertainty  in  calculated flow conditions 
corresponding  to  an  uncertainty  in  experimental  inputs  varies  for  the  different  ITEST 
procedures.  Naturally,  the  type of investigation  being  conducted in  a facility would dictate 
what flow quantities are  most  important and  what limits of uncertainty  in  these  quantities 
can be tolerated. For example, NRe,l is an important parameter in most viscous flow 
studies but is of relatively little importance  in  stagnation-point  radiative  heating  studies. 
For purposes of illustration,  let it be assumed  that all the  free-stream  quantities shown 
on  the  abscissa of figure 3 are pertinent  to a given  investigation.  The  degrees of uncer- 
tainty  in  calculated  free-stream  quantities  for  the  various  procedures  can  be  roughly 
compared by allowing the  maximum  uncertainty  permissible  in any of the  calculated  free- 
stream  quantities of figure 3 to  be  some  value,  say 20 percent or  so. For the  represen- 
tative  expansion  tube test  under  consideration,  the  approximate  maximum  uncertainty 
permitted  in  each  input  (where  the  remaining two inputs are  assumed to  be  correct)  for 
each  procedure is as follows: 
( 
) 
- 
ITEST 
~~ -" "- 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
r . ~ Maximum  uncertainty,  percent,  in  input - 
__I_ 
P1 
20 
"_ 
20 
20 
20 
20 
"- 
20 
"- 
. ." ." 
~~ 
V1 Gt Pt 
. . " .. 
8 12 
2 .5 
"- 
5 
18 7 
1 
. . .  . 
"" 
2 
20 
"" "- 42 
"- 
"- "- 
"" 2 "- 
"" "- 36 
.5 1 "- 
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Hence, for a study at the  conditions  given  in  the  sample  printout of appendix D, i f  all the 
free-stream  quantities of figure 3 are considered  pertinent,  procedures  ITEST = 1, 3 ,  5, 
6, and 8 are preferable to ITEST = 2, 4, 7, and 9. If the pertinent quantities for an 
investigation are the  stagnation-point  quantities of figure 3,  the  relative  preferability of 
the  procedures is not nearly so obvious. This is illustrated by the  following  table,  where 
the  maximum  uncertainty  permissible  in  any of the  calculated  stagnation-point  quantities 
of figure 3 was  taken as 20 percent  or so: 
ITEST r Maximum  uncertainty,  percent,  in  input - 
v1 
10 
>>5 , 
3.5 
7 
""_ 
""_ 
""- 
""_ 
>>5 
Pt 
20 
15 
15 
"- 
"- 
13 
10 
10 
10 
___I 
i t  
"- 
35 
35 
8 
"_ 
"_ 
"- 
"_ 
"- 
-~ 
p1 
"" 
"" 
"" 
"" 
20 
20 
>>20 
"" 
"" 
Pt 
"- 
"_ 
"_ 
"- 
"_ 
"_ 
11 
12 
11 
Error  analyses  were  also  performed  for  procedures ITEST = 1, 3, and 5 for  the 
same  free-stream  thermodynamic  inputs  that  are shown in  the  sample  printout of appen- 
dix D, but at stagnation conditions corresponding to V1 values of 3 and 12 km/sec. 
(Procedures ITEST = 1, 3, and 5 were chosen because these are expected to be used 
for  most of the  data  reduction  in  the  Langley  6-inch  expansion  tube.)  The  ratio eerror  
ucorrect 
for  both velocities (3 and 12 km/sec) was observed  to  be  essentially  the  same as for the 
representative  expansion  tube test case  considered  previously  for a velocity of 
6.1 km/sec. 
In a program  such as that  presented  herein,  computer  time is of concern.  The  pro- 
cedures  were  run  individually  on a Control  Data 6600 series  computer  for  the  represen- 
tative  expansion  tube test  case  used  in  the  error  analysis.  The  total  time  (computational 
and peripheral)  for  each  procedure, when the  thermodynamic  properties  were  obtained 
from  the AEDC tape  (that is, SAVE (K) was not utilized), is given in  the following  table: 
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ITEST 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Total  time,  sec 
580 
490 
3 75 
570 (1200) 
240 
3 40 
440 
530 
420 
These  times  were  obtained with TOLPT = TOLQT = TOLRHO = 0.005 and  the  iteration 
limits presented herein. The total time of 570 seconds for ITEST = 4 corresponds to 
the refined limits on p1 for M1 greater than approximately 8; the total time of 
1200 seconds corresponds to the more general Limits on pl. (See appendix C.) 
Although these  total  times  for  procedures  employing DIRECT  should be fairly  rep- 
resentative  for  the  stated  iteration  tolerances, the time  for  procedures  employing 
INVERSE (ITEST = 3, 7, and 8) should not. This is because p2/pt = 0.959 for the exam- 
ple test case under consideration. Since the iteration procedure on pa in INVERSE 
begins  with  the  upper  limit  on  p2 ((p2)up/pt = 0.97 , the  total  times  in  the  table above 
for ITEST = 3 ,  7, and 8 are believed  to  be  somewhat l e s s  than  that  corresponding  to  the 
general  case. 
) 
The  relatively  large  computer  times  associated with  the  data-reduction  procedures 
presented  herein  are  due  primarily to  the  time  required  for  tape  manipulation.  This  con- 
clusion  was  verified by examining  the  total  time  required by SEARCH (L). Cases  were 
run  for  L = 1, 2, and 3. For a single  usage of SEARCH (L),  the  total  time  required 
ranged from 34 seconds for L = 2 and 3 to 52 seconds for L = 1. These same cases 
were  also run with SLOW. Multiple  callings of SLOW were  performed  in  order  to  obtain 
the  same  thermodynamic  properties as were  obtained  with SEARCH (L).  The  total  time 
was 28 seconds.  Hence, it is obvious  that  repetitive  usage of SEARCH and SLOW, as 
required  in  the  iterations of the  present  procedures, will consume a large  amount of total 
computer  time. 
Subroutine SAVE (K), which is based  on  the  real-air  curve-fit  expressions of refer- 
ence 32, was  incorporated  into  the  present  data-reduction  procedures  in  an  attempt  to 
reduce  computer  time  and  tape  usage.  This  subroutine  replaces  the  subroutines SLOW 
and SEARCH (L),  which  were  written  to  search  the AEDC real-air tape, as the  source 
of real-air thermodynamic  properties.  Some  loss  in  accuracy is incurred  in  using 
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SAVE (K), particularly at high densities  where  intermolecular  force  effects  become 
important. (See section entitled "Thermodynamic Properties for Real Air.") However, 
these  data-reduction  procedures  based  on SAVE (K) should  be  sufficiently  accurate  for 
most  purposes.  The  nine  procedures, now divorced  from  the AEDC tape, were run  indi- 
vidually  on  the  computer  for  the same  representative  expansion tube case and same  i ter-  
ation  tolerances  used  in  the  previous  time study. For each  procedure  the  computer  time 
was much less  than when the AEDC tape  was  used.  For  example,  the 1200 seconds 
required  for ITEST = 4 with subroutines SLOW and SEARCH (L) was reduced to 40 sec- 
onds with subroutine SAVE (K). Thus, the problem of relatively  large  computer  times is 
circumvented by usage of SAVE (K) without sacrificing  appreciable  accuracy. 
CONCLUDING  REMARKS 
Data-reduction  procedures  for  determining  free-stream  and  post-normal-shock 
kinetic and thermodynamic quantities are  derived.  These  procedures  are  applicable to 
imperfect  real-air  flows  in  thermochemical  equilibrium  for  temperatures  to 15 000 K and 
a range of pressures  from 0.25 N/m2 to 1 GN/m2. Nine data-reduction  procedures 
resulting  from  various  combinations of three of the following measured flow parameters 
were  derived: 
(1) Stagnation pressure behind normal  shock 
(2) Free-stream  static  pressure 
(3) Stagnation-point  heat-transfer  rate 
(4) Free-stream flow velocity 
(5) Stagnation  density behind normal  shock 
(6) Free-stream  density 
The  various  combinations of measured flow parameters   are  identified  herein as ITEST 
and are: 
ITEST 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
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These  procedures  employ  an  adjustment of computed  flow parameters by numerical 
iteration  until  measured  and  computed flow parameters are within a prescribed  toler- 
ance. All nine procedures are incorporated  into a single  computer  program  written  in 
FORTRAN IV language. 
The  uncertainties  in  calculated flow quantities  due  to  uncertainties  in  the  experi- 
mental  inputs were examined.  This error  analysis  demonstrated  that for an  investiga- 
tion in  which free-stream  quantities (including  Reynolds  number)  were  pertinent,  pro- 
cedures ITEST = 1, 3,  5, 6, and 8 are preferable to ITEST = 2, 4, 7, and 9. 
Relatively  large  computer  times  were  observed  for  these  procedures.  The  large 
times  are  due,  primarily, to the  time  required  in  searching  the  real-air  tape.  Significant 
reduction  in  computer  time,  without  appreciable  loss of accuracy,  was  obtained by using 
real-air  curve-fit  expressions as the  source of thermodynamic  properties  in  place of the 
tape. 
Langley Research  Center, 
National  Aeronautics  and  Space  Administration, 
Hampton, Va., February 11, 1972. 
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APPENDIX A 
RELATIONS FOR PREDICTING STAGNATION-POINT HEAT-TRANSFER  RATES 
In the  present  study  the  theoretically  derived  expressions of references 39 to 43 for 
predicting  stagnation-point  heat-transfer rates on  blunt  axisymmetric  bodies  were  exam- 
ined.  The results of these  five  theoretical  studies are  discussed  in this appendix,  and  the 
empirical  stagnation-point  heat-transfer  relation of reference 44 is presented. 
Cohen 
From  correlations of numerical  results, Cohen  (ref. 39) obtained  the  relation 
for  predicting  stagnation-point  heat-transfer rate. Cohen considered two free-stream 
velocity  regimes  in  the  derivation of equation (10). In  the  lower  velocity  regime,  where 
the  velocity  was l e s s  than 8.84 km/sec,  the air was  assumed  to  be  an  equilibrium  mixture 
of oxygen and nitrogen  atoms  and  molecules.  The  transport  properties  for this equilib- 
rium  dissociated air were taken  from  the  correlations of reference 52. In this lower 
velocity  regime  the  results  were  obtained  for wall temperatures  from 300 K to 1750 K, 
and  equation (10) represents  the  numerical  solutions  to within  approximately *5 percent. 
In the  upper  velocity  range,  where  the  velocity  was  from 8.84 to 12.5 km/sec,  the  trans- 
port  properties of Hansen  (ref. 46) were  used by Cohen. Results  were  obtained  for wall 
temperatures to 5200 K, and  equation (10) represents  the  numerical  solutions  for this 
regime  to within  approximately *lo percent. 
In the present study, the thermodynamic quantities pt and ht appearing in equa- 
tion (10) a r e  obtained from the AEDC real-air  tape. The value of pt is obtained from 
reference 46 o r  47. (Further discussion concerning the obtainment of pt is presented 
in appendix B.) The parameter E appearing in equation (10) distinguishes the velocity 
regime. For the lower velocity regime (to 8.84 km/sec), E = 0; for the upper velocity 
regime (8.84 to 12.5 km/sec), E = 1. 
Because of the  very  short  test  time of the  expansion  tube,  the wall temperature 
remains  on  the  order of ambient  temperature.  Hence,  the wall temperature  can be set 
equal  to  the  ambient  temperature, as was  done  in  reference 22, o r  can  be  estimated. To 
obtain a rough estimate of Tw,  the  assumption is made  that  the  thick-film  heat-transfer 
gage used to measure stagnation-point heat-transfer rate experiences uniform flow. This 
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resul ts   in  a constant  heat flux during  the test time.  Then,  from  reference 17, the  wall 
temperature is given by the  expression 
(This  expression  was  derived  from  the  one-dimensional  heat-conduction  equation  for a
homogeneous  semi-infinite  slab.) 
Since Tw remains on the order of Tamb, the viscosity at the wall is obtained 
from  Sutherland's  expression (ref. 46): 
p = 1.462 X 10-6 VT 
4 112 
1 +- 
T 
The  density at the wall is determined  from  the  equation of state, 
and  the  static  wall  enthalpy  from  the  ideal-air  expression, 
R hw = 3.5- T, 
W O  
It should  be noted that  in  most  cases ht >> hw,  and  too,  the  dependence of equation (10) on 
pwpw is to the 0.07 power. Hence, the stagnation-point heat-transfer rate obtained from 
equation (10) has a weak dependency on wall temperature. For the range of Tw expected 
in  expansion tube o r  expansion tunnel testing,  relatively  large  errors  in Tw would not be 
expected  to  have a significant  effect  on  the  calculated  stagnation-point  heat-transfer rate. 
The  stagnation-point  velocity  gradient was calculated  from  the modified  Newtonian 
relation 
for axisymmetric bodies having a nose radius r g' 
Because of the  relatively  small  range of Tw expected  in  the  expansion  tube o r  tun- 
nel,  the  Prandtl  number at the  wall  was  assumed  to  be a constant  and  was set equal  to 0.71. 
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Hoshizaki 
Hoshizaki (ref. 40) correlated his numerical  results  to  within *6 percent,  deriving 
the  relation 
According  to  reference 40, this relation is valid for velocities  from 1.83 to 15.2 km/sec, 
stagnation  pressures  between 100 N/m2 and 10 MN/m2, and  wall  temperatures  from 300 K 
to 3000 K. The  boundary  layer at the  stagnation  point is assumed to be in  thermochemical 
equilibrium.  The  effects of dissociation  and  ionization are taken  into  account by use of the 
total  thermodynamic  and  transport  property  concept.  In this concept,  the  properties are 
defined  in  such a way that  the  effects  of.dissociation  and  ionization  are  contained within 
them.  The  calculations of Hoshizaki a r e  based  on  the  transport  properties of Hansen 
(ref. 46) for  viscosity  and  allow  the  Prandtl  number  and  Lewis  number  to  vary. Methods 
employed  herein  for  determining  the  various  quantities  appearing  in  equation (16) were 
discussed  in  the  preceding  section. 
Fay and  Riddell 
Fay  and Ftiddell (ref. 41) obtained,  from  correlation of numerical  results,  the 
expression 
for  predicting  stagnation-point  heat-transfer  rate  for  dissociated air in  thermochemical 
equilibrium.  These  results  were  restricted to a wall Prandtl  number of 0.71; wall Lewis 
numbers of 1.0,  1.4, and 2.0; wall temperatures  from 300 K to 3000 K; and  velocities 
from 1.77 to 6.95 km/sec.  The  viscosity  used  in  reference 41 was obtained by using 
Sutherland's expression (eq. (12)). 
In reference 38, a semiempirical  modification of Fay and  Riddell's  theory is sug- 
gested  to  extend it to  higher  velocities  where  the  effects of ionization  become  important. 
Lewis  and  Burgess  (ref. 38) compared  the  theory of Fay  and Ftiddell for  equilibrium  nitro- 
gen (for nitrogen, the factor 0.76 in eq. (17) is replaced by 0.754) and N L ~  = 1.0 with the 
results of Fay  and  Kemp (ref. 53). Fay  and Kemp utilized a simplified  binary  diffusion 
model of an  ionized  diatomic  gas  to  obtain  the  transport  properties  for  nitrogen.  The  cal- 
culations of reference 53 were  performed  for a wall temperature of 300 K, and a Lewis 
number of 0.6 was  employed  in  most of the  calculations.  The  comparison of Lewis  and 
Burgess  (ref. 38) showed  that i f  the  results of Fay  and  Riddell a r e  simply  multiplied 
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by 1.15, they are in  good agreement with  the  theory of Fay  and Kemp  (which includes 
ionization  effects)  for  velocities i n  nitrogen  from 6.1 to 16.78 km/sec. However, on the 
basis of the  summary plot of reference 38, the  present  authors  do  not  believe  such a 
semiempirical  modification  to  the  theory of Fay  and  Riddell is justified  for  this  study. 
Instead, it is felt  that  the  theory of Fay  and  Riddell  for  equilibrium air and a Lewis  num- 
ber  of 1 provides a "compromise"  means  for  estimating  the  stagnation-point  heat-transfer 
rate for  velocities  to 13.7 km/sec.  (This  conclusion is based  on a comparison of curve 1 
with  the  experimental  data  in  the  summary  figure of ref. 38.) 
The quantities appearing in equation (17) for NLe = 1 are determined  in  the  same 
manner as those in  equation (10) derived by Cohen. 
Pallone  and Van Tassell 
From a correlation of numerical  results,  Pallone and Van Tassell  (ref. 42) derived 
the  relation 
i t  = 0.90(NPr,w)-o"5(PtPt) ( P w ~ w r * 0 7 ( h t  - hw)@A 
0.43 
where for V1 5 9.906 km/sec, A = 1, and for  V1 > 9.906 km/sec, 
The parameter A represents a velocity dependence of the boundary-layer solutions for 
velocities  in  excess of 9.906 km/sec. Above velocities of 12.5 km/sec, a slight  depen- 
dence  on  stagnation-point  pressure was also  observed.  The  calculations of Pallone and 
Van Tassell  for air are  also  based on the  transport  properties of Hansen  (ref. 46). 
Methods  employed  for  determining  the  various  quantities  appearing  in  equation (18) were 
discussed  previously. 
DeRienzo  and  Pallone 
The  primary  objective of this more  recent  study by DeRienzo  and  Pallone  (ref. 43) 
was to  extend  the results of reference 42 to  flight  speeds as high as 21.3 km/sec. Unlike 
the  studies of references 39,  40, and 42, this study  (ref. 43) utilized  the  more  recent 
transport  properties of reference 47. Calculations  were  performed  for  velocities  from 
1.52 to 21.3 km/sec and  included  the  effects of blowing. The  numerical  results of refer-  
ence 43 a r e  given in  table I of that  reference.  To  obtain  expressions  for  calculating  the 
stagnation-point  heating rate, these  tabulated  results were correlated by the  present 
authors  for  the  case of an  axisymmetric body with no blowing, stagnation-point pressures  
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of 0.1 and 1 MN/m2, and a velocity  range of 1.52 to 12.2 km/sec.  The  results of refer-  
ence 43 were  correlated to within 5 percent by the  expression 
0.3376 
NNu ,w = 0.62(-) 
for the heat-transfer parameter. The basic relation for gt is (ref. 54). 
- N-l 
qt = Pr,W j(NRe,w,S’ 
NNu,w \Is(ht - hw) 
and substituting  equation (19) into  equation (20) yields  the  expression 
For velocities  from 12.2 to 21.3 km/sec,  the  results of reference 43 were  correlated  to 
within 5 percent  and  the  heat-transfer  parameter  was found to  be 
NNu ,w 
[- 
= 0. 
,205 
The value of pt in equations (21) and (22) is obtained from a numerical interpolation of 
the  viscosity  data of reference 47. 
Zoby 
In reference 44, Zoby presents a simple  empirical  relation  for  predicting 
stagnation-point  heat-transfer  rates-in  several  gas  mixtures,  including air. This rela- 
tion has  the  form 
where re is the effective nose radius and Ki is a constant intended to account for the 
effect of thermodynamic  and  transport  properties of the  gas at the  wall  and  external  to 
the boundary layer. The constant Ki was determined in reference 44 by fairing a 
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straight  line  through  results of prediction  methods  and  experimental  measurements  on a 
plot of 4 j r  e 1 pt as a function of $ - hw. 
The  effective  nose  radius is defined in  reference 55 as the  hemispherical  radius 
which  produces the same  velocity  gradient as that  computed  for a blunt body which is not 
hemispherical.  Since  hemispherical  heat-transfer  probes will be  used  in  the  Langley 
6-inch  expansion  tube  and  expansion  tunnel,  the  effective  radius is identical to the  geo- 
metric nose radius that is, r e  = rg). ( 
Transverse  cylindrical  heat-transfer  probes will also  be  used.  For  these  probes 
(assuming  the flow about  the  cylinder is two dimensional),  the  stagnation-point  heat- 
transfer  rate is related  to  that of a sphere by the  expression  (from  ref. 56) 
(ilt)sphere = @(%)cylinder (24) 
For air, equation (23) takes the  form 
it = 3.8798 X 10- 4 /Fpt Pt - hw) 
€5 
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TRANSPORT PROPERTIES FOR HIGH-TEMPERATURE AIR 
As  discussed  in  reference 45, discrepancies  in  the  results of theoretical  stagnation- 
point heat-transfer studies can  generally  be  attributed to (1) the  assumptions  employed  to 
reduce  the  governing  equations  to a tractable  form, (2) the  mathematical  technique  used 
to  solve  the  governing  equations,  and (3) the  source of thermodynamic  and  transport  prop- 
er t ies  used. Aspects (1) and (2) have been fairly well standardized. However, as pointed 
out  in  reference 45, uncertainties exist in  the  evaluation of transport  properties of high- 
temperature  (ionized) air and  may result  in  appreciable  uncertainty (up to 20 percent or 
so) in  the  calculated  stagnation-point  heating rate. (It should  be noted that  the  findings 
of ref. 57 indicate a more  insensitive  relation  between  transport  properties at high tem- 
peratures and calculated ht than the findings of ref. 45.) 
Cohen (ref. 39) states that as more  accurate  values of transport  properties  for  real 
air become  available, a better  estimate of stagnation-point  heat-transfer  rate  should  be 
possible  with  equation (10). Cohen suggests  that  the  coefficient  and  exponents  appearing 
in  his expression (eq. (10)) should  be  valid  with  these  more  accurate  transport  properties. 
As shown in  the  recent  study of reference 48, the  viscosity  data of Hansen  for  tem- 
peratures above 1500 K appear  to  be too  low, deviating from the  results of reference 48 
by as much as 25 percent  for  temperatures to 8000 K. The  viscosity  results of refer-  
ence 47 agree  closely with  those of reference 48. In reference 48, where  dissociation but 
not ionization  phenomena are  considered, this discrepancy is attributed  to  the  fact  that 
Hansen uses  simple  kinetic  theory and rough  approximatiuns  for  collision  cross  sections. 
Because of the  inexact knowledge of the  transport  properties of high-temperature 
air and  the  belief of Cohen that  existing  expressions may be  valid  with  usage of more 
accurate  transport  properties,  the  viscosity  results of both reference 46 and reference 47 
a r e  made  available  to  the  expressions of references 39 to 43. This  permits  the  user of 
the  procedures of this study  to  choose  transport  properties  from  reference 46 or 47 in 
predicting ‘It (see appendix  E). 
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CALCULATION SCHEME FOR INDIVIDUAL DATA-REDUCTION PROCEDURES 
ITEST = 1 
In the ITEST = 1 procedure, p1 and V1 are measured inputs, and a second 
free-stream  thermodynamic  quantity is determined.  This is accomplished by estimating 
a value of  p1 from equation (5), since pt is also a measured input. This value of 
is believed to be within approximately d . 5  percent of the actual value. Then p1 and F1 
a r e  used as inputs  to SAVE (2) to  obtain  the  corresponding  free-stream  thermodynamic 
quantities. 
With known values of  p1 and V1 and relatively accurate values of  p1 and  hl, 
the DIRECT iterative procedure is performed. The calculated pt obtained from 
DIRECT is compared with the measured pt and if  not within TOLPT, h i  is adjusted 
by using  the  relation 
h, = (hdprev(Pt)c,prev 
1 
This new value of h l  is used, in conjunction with pp, as input in SEARCH (1). The 
corresponding value of p1 obtained from SEARCH (1) is used in DIRECT. (Note that 
p1 from eq. (5) was used only to obtain a relatively accurate first estimate of h l  and 
is not involved in the final phase of upgrading hl.) The from DIRECT is again 
compared with p . This  procedure of varying h l  according  to  equation (26) is con- 
tinued until (pJC is within TOLPT of 
- 
(Pt)c 
( t)m 
( 
Additional free-stream parameters of interest  are al, sl /R, TI,  Z1,  Z1 , and 
These  parameters are all included  on  the AEDC tape  and  thus a r e  available  from 
SEARCH (1) for the final value of h l  and the known pl. Other free-stream parameters 
of interest   are Mach number,  coefficient of viscosity,  and  Reynolds  number.  The Mach 
number is found by dividing V1 by al. For T1 2 1500 K, the coefficient of viscosity 
p is obtained from Sutherland's expression (eq. (12)), whereas for T1 > 1500 K, p is 
obtained  from  interpolation of the  results of reference 47. The  unit  Reynolds  number is 
found by dividing the product plVl by pl. 
* 
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ITEST = 2 
In the ITEST = 2 procedure, the only known free-stream flow quantity is V1 and 
the known postshock conditions are pt and 4,. 
Since  the  procedure  ITEST = 5 (to be  discussed  subsequently) was the first to  be 
programed for computer usage, it was used to calculate Qt from  the  theoretical  expres- 
sions of references 39 to 43 and  the  empirical  expression of reference 44. (See appen- 
dix A.) The  five  theoretical  predictions,  the  average of these  predictions, and  the  empir- 
ical prediction of Zoby were compared. (See fig. 2.) This comparison led to the adoption 
of the empirical relation of Zoby (eq. (25)) for Tt 5 4500 K. For  Tt < 4500 K, the the- 
oretical expression of reference 4 1  (eq. (17)) was adopted, with NLe = 1 and with pt 
obtained from Sutherland's viscosity expression (eq. (12)) for Tt I 1500 K and from 
interpolation of the  results of reference 47 for 1500 K < Tt < 4500 K. 
The calculation scheme for ITEST = 2 begins by determining ht from equa- 
tion  (25),  with  pt, it, and r as measured inputs and hw obtained as discussed in 
appendix A. Then ht and pt a r e  used as inputs to SEARCH (1) to obtain the postshock 
stagnation  conditions. 
€5 
If T t  2 4500 K, these  stagnation  conditions  from SEARCH (1) are  assumed to be  the 
correct  values. If Tt  < 4500 K, the  relation of reference  41 (eq. (17)) is used to obtain a 
value of ht, as will be discussed subsequently. The postshock stagnation conditions that 
have been found and the known value of V1 are used to obtain a value of hi  from  equa- 
tion (4). An estimate of p1 is obtained from equation (5) and used in conjunction with 
hl as input  to SEARCH (3) in  order to  obtain  the  corresponding  free-stream  conditions. 
The  DIRECT  iterative  procedure is used  to  determine  the  postshock  static  conditions  and 
a value of (pJc. If this (pJc 
measured pt, the f ree-s t ream 
is not  within  the prescribed  tolerance  (TOLPT) of the 
static  pressure is adjusted  according  to 
This value of p1 and the previously determined h l   a r e  used with SEARCH (1) to obtain 
upgraded  values of free-stream flow quantities,  which a r e  then  used  in DIRECT. This 
iterative  procedure,  based  on  equation  (27), is continued  until  the  desired  agreement 
between  (Pt>m and (Pt)c is obtained.  Additional free-stream and  postshock  conditions 
of interest are determined as for ITEST = 1. 
For the case where Tt < 4500 K, initial estimates of ht and pt a r e  obtained by 
using the ht value from equation (25) and the measured pt as inputs to SEARCH (1) to 
obtain pt. Then ,ut is obtained from equation (12) for Tt 9 1500 K and from the 
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results of reference 47 for 1500 K < Tt < 4500 K. The pw, pw, and hw values are 
found from equations (12), (13), and (14), respectively. The value of p1 is initially set 
at zero  in  equation (15). Since in most instances pt >> p1 (for example, pt > lopl 
for  M1 > 2.75 in  ideal air), neglecting p1 in  equation (15) will not resul t   in  an appreci- 
able error. (The te rm pt - p1 appears to the 0.25 power in  eq. (17).) The calculated 
kt from equation (17) is compared with the measured et. If not within the desired tol- 
erance, ht is varied according to the relation 
and the procedure is repeated. After ht is obtained, the free-stream conditions are 
determined as discussed previously. A value of p is calculated with p1 included and 
compared with the value of p when p1 = 0. If these p values are not within a pre- 
scribed  tolerance,  the  upgraded  value of p is used  in  equation (17) and the  procedure is 
repeated. 
ITEST = 3 
The measured postshock conditions for the ITEST = 3 procedure are pt and kt. 
Hence  the  method  for  obtaining  the  postshock  stagnation  conditions is the  same as that  for 
ITEST = 2. The INVERSE iterative  procedure is then used. In INVERSE, a value of p2 
is estimated and the corresponding postshock static conditions a r e  obtained. The mea- 
sured p1 is used to obtain VI by combining equations (1) and (2) to yield 
Then p1 is found from equation (1) and h l  f rom equation (3). This h l  and the mea- 
sured p1 a r e  used as inputs to SEARCH (1) to obtain the corresponding free-stream 
conditions. If the p1 value from SEARCH (1) is not within the desired tolerance 
(TOLRHO) of  p1 obtained from equation (I) ,  p2 is varied and the procedure repeated. 
The iterative procedure on p2 in INVERSE is as follows: An upper and a lower 
limit on p2 are established as discussed previously. The upper limit is taken as the 
first value of p2 (that is, pza! = (p2)Ep). A value of Ap is obtained from 
a a! 
(p2)up - (P2)lOW Apa! = 
4 
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With p 2 9  a value of p1 is obtained as discussed above. If 
then the value of p2@ is considered satisfactory. If the condition of equation (31) is not 
and if (PI)SEARCH (1) ' (P1)eq. (1)' then 
= p a  Q - ApQ 
but if  (Pi)SEmCH < (1)7 the  limits of p2 are  varied  according  to 
Q+l CY 
(P2)low = p2 
(Pz)up = P2 + APCY 
CY+1 CY 
A new value of  Ap is calculated ApCY+l), and pZCY+' becomes 
The  procedure is repeated  with p2  and new values of p1 a r e  obtained.  This  iter- 
ative  procedure is continued until the p1 value obtained from equation (1) is within the 
desired accuracy of the p1 value from SEARCH (1). 
In the  course of this iteration, it is possible  that  values of h l   l e s s  than the mini- 
mum value of h l  on the AEDC tape (or even negative values of h may occur. In this 
case,  the p2 for which this occurred is varied  according to equation (34) and the calcu- 
lation  scheme is continued. 
1) 
ITEST = 4 
The measured inputs for the ITEST = 4 procedure are pl, VI, and it. The 
first consideration is to obtain an estimate of h l  or p l .  Combining equations (4) 
and (25) and solving for pt gives 
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rg(2.57745 X 103bt)2 
Pt = 
Assuming h l  - h, << 1 V12 and  introducing  equation (5) into equation (35) yields 
2 
2.6841 X 10 7 2  rgtt 
p”1 = 
VI 6 
(3 5) 
(An expression  for h l   i n   t e rms  of the  measured  inputs was obtained by combining equa- 
tions (4), (5), and (25). However,  this  expression  proved  to  be  unsatisfactory  since  rela- 
tively small errors in  kt and V1 often resulted in h l  < 0.) The uncertainty in fil 
is dictated by the  validity of the  assumption h l  - hw << - VI2, by whether  Tt 2 4500 K 
(region  where  eq. (25) is considered  valid),  and by the  relatively  small  uncertainty  in C 
of equation (5). Calculations  for  typical  expansion  tube tests, where h l  - hw << - 1 2  V1 
and Tt 2 4500 K showed that El was approximately 2 to 5 percent greater than the 
actual value. However, calculations for a few shock tube cases, where Tt 2 4500 K but 
h l  - hw was not much less than 1 V12, showed that c1 was much smaller than the 
actual value. For this procedure, limits on p1 that should prove to be valid for nearly 
all cases are 
1 
2 
2 
2 
For Mach numbers  greater  than  8 o r  so, these  limits may be refined  to 
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Again,  the user  is urged  to  adjust  these  limits so as to  minimize  the  range of iteration 
on p1 for his particular problem. 
The p1 and measured p1 are used as inputs to SEARCH (2) to obtain the corre- 
sponding free-stream conditions. With estimates of p1 and h l  and known values of 
p1 and V1, the  DIRECT  iterative  procedure is used  to  find  postshock flow conditions, 
including ht. This calculated ht is compared with the measured it, and if  not within 
the  desired  tolerance (TOLQT), the value of p1 is varied  and  the  procedure  repeated. 
The iterative procedure on p1 for the case where M1 > 8 is as follows: When 
the upper and lower limits on p1 have been established, the initial value of p1 is taken 
is, pla! = 0.95p”l). A value of Apa! is obtained from 
(P1)up - (P1)lOW 
a!  a! 
Apa! = 
4 (3 7) 
With p1 and pl, the corresponding free-stream conditions are obtained from 
SEARCH (2), and DIRECT is used to find the postshock conditions. A value of it is 
calculated. If 
a! 
then the value of pla! is considered satisfactory. If the condition of equation (38) is not 
met,  and if  q ( t)c ’ (qt)m, then 
but i f  (qt). < (qt)m, the limits of p1 become 
(PdUP = P1 + APa! 
a!+l a! 
a!+l 
(P1)lOW = p1 
a! 
A new value of  Ap is calculated (Ap ) and p1 a!+1 becomes a+l 
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This  iterative  procedure is continued until the  condition of equation (38) is satisfied. 
ITEST = 5 
The inputs for the ITEST = 5 procedure are pl, pl, and V1. The values of p1 
and p1 are used as inputs  to SEARCH (2) to  obtain  the  corresponding  free-stream  con- . 
ditions.  Then  the  postshock  conditions are obtained  from DIRECT. 
ITEST = 6 
In the ITEST = 6 procedure, the measured inputs are pl, pl, and pt. The 
free-stream thermodynamic conditions a r e  obtained as for ITEST = 5. The value of V1 
is estimated  from  equation (5) and  the  DIRECT  iterative  procedure is employed.  The 
calculated pt from DIRECT is compared with the measured pt and, i f  within the 
desired tolerance (TOLPT), the estimated Vp is considered satisfactory. If not within 
the desired tolerance, the V1 value is adjusted by using the formula 
This new value of V1 is used in  DIRECT. Then V1 is upgraded according to equa- 
tion (42) until  p is within  TOLPT of (pt)m. ( t)c 
ITEST = 7 
The measured inputs for the ITEST = 7 procedure are pl, pt,  and pt. The 
postshock stagnation conditions a r e  obtained by using pt and pt as inputs to 
SEARCH (2). The INVERSE iterative procedure is employed. When p2 has been esti- 
mated and the corresponding postshock static conditions have been determined, V1 is 
obtained from equation .(l), p1 from equation (2), and h l  f rom equation (3). Then p1 
and hl are used as inputs to SEARCH (l), and the corresponding p1 from SEARCH (1) 
is compared with the measured pl. If not within the desired tolerance (TOLRHO), p2 
is varied and the procedure repeated. The variation of p2 is the  same as in  the 
ITEST = 3 procedure, with the condition (pl)c < (pl)m replacing the condition 
(P~SEARCH (1) < (P1)eq. (1) of ITEST = 3. In the  course of this iteration on p2, it is 
possible that negative values of p1 and h l  may occur. If so, then the Limits on p2 
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are adjusted  according to equation (32), a new value of p2 is found, and  the  calculation 
scheme is continued. 
ITEST = 8 
The measured inputs for the ITEST = 8 procedure are ply  pty and pt. The 
postshock stagnation conditions are determined as for ITEST = 7. The INVERSE itera- 
tive  procedure is employed in  the  same way as in ITEST = 3. 
ITEST = 9 
In the ITEST = 9 procedure, the measured inputs are VI, pt,  and pt. The 
postshock stagnation conditions are determined as for ITEST = 7. Then h l  is obtained 
from equation (4) and p1 is estimated from equation (5). The corresponding free- 
s t ream conditions are obtained  from SEARCH (3). The  DIRECT  iterative  procedure is 
employed and p1 is upgraded as in  ITEST = 2 (that is, according to eq. (27)) until 
is within the  desired  tolerance of (Pt>m* 
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APPENDIX D 
LISTING OF COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR DATA-REDUCTION PROCEDURES 
WITH SAMPLE DATA PlUNTOUT 
The  data-reduction  procedures  for  determining  free-stream  and  post-normal-shock 
flow conditions for real air in  thermochemical  equilibrium are incorporated  into a single 
computer  program.  This  program is written  in FORTRAN IV language  for a Control  Data 
6600 ser ies  computer. Minimum machine requirements are 130 000 octal  locations of 
core  storage.  A  listing of this program,  including  subroutines  and  comments, is repro- 
duced  on  the  following  pages. 
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w 
J O B ~ l r 1 ~ ~ 0 ~ 1 3 0 0 0 0 ~ 6 0 @ 0 ~  A 3 2 5 E R G K . 1 4 3 - - - . _   1 2 4 7 A   C E N T - 
U S F R O M I L L E R *   C H A R L E S  G I 1 1  000605575N 34540 
LCO.  * 
U N L O A D   ( T A P F 8  ) I 
U N L O A D ( T A P F 8 )  - .  
P R O G R A M   I L L E R (  INPVTqOUTPIJT~TAPE5=INPUTITAPE6=OUfPUTPUT~TAPE8) "~ A 1  
COMMON / B L K l /  R H 0 5 * H 5 r S 5 R q T 5 * A 5 t Z 5 q G & 5 * Z S T A R 5 q I C O D E  A 2  
COMMON / B L K 2 /  R H O T ~ ~ H T ~ * S T ~ R I T T ~ * A T ~ ~ Z T ~ * G A M E T ~ * Z S T A R T ~ ~ P T ~  
COMMON / B L K 3 /  T W E r T A ( ) + T W ( Q T 5 D E * S P H e T W A L L q E T A * S A V  A 4  
COMMON / B L K 4 /  N V I I T I R I M M ~ I S P ~ N C O I M N I G A M E ~ S  A 5  
COMMON / B L K 5 /  A 6  
COMMON. / B L K 6 /  P ~ S * T ~ S * R H O ~ S I H ~ S * A ~ S * Z ~ S I " U ~ S * M ~ S * M U ~ S ~ R E ! ~ S * S ~ S R  A 7  
COMMON / B L K 7 /  R N I T O L P T ~ T O L Q T ~ T O L R H O ~ Y O S ~ Q I ~ O ~  I T E S T  A 8  
D I M E N S I O N   R E S U L T ( 2 )  _____ A 9  
A 3- 
R E A L  M5rMU5*MSS*MUSSqMUW*MUT5*NU*LAM A 1 0  
N A M E L I S T  / INP/  P 5 M 1 U 4 M . R H 0 5 M 1 P T 5 M 1 Q T 5 M * R H 0 T 5 M ~ 1 T E S T * R N ~ T W E * T A U q T 0 L  A 1 1  
I P T ~ T O L Q T ~ T O L R H O ~ Y O S ~ ~ D O ~ S P H ~ T W A L L ~ E T A ~ R ~ J N ~ S A V  A 1 2  
C A L L   D A Y T  I M ( R E S I J L T  ) ~ A 1 3  
T O L P T = T O L R H O = . O O ~  
1 P S M = P T S M = R H ~ ~ M = R H O T ~ ~ = Q T ~ ~ = I J ~ M - = O O ~  A 14 
"- " .~ ~ 
MM =n A 3 1  
P R I N T   1 7 9   R F S U L T ( 1  1 
P R I N T   1 8  
_" A 24 
A 25 
"" ~ . . . . .- "" 
I 
w 
W 
C IF ______ SAV=r) 9 THERMODVNAM ___.  I C PROPE.~T-IE-S_OB.~AI NED F R O M   A E D C   T A P E  
C I F  S A V = l r  THERMODYNAMIC . P R O P E R T I E S  ~~ COMPUTED F R O M   C U R V E - F I T  A 41 
" 
A 40 
GO T n  15 - A 59 
.I 1 I F  ( I T E S T . E Q . 7 )  GO T n  12 
" 
A 60 
I F  ( I T E S T . E O . 8 )  GO T n  13- A 61 
Y Y  = L  J 4 M  A 62 
15 I F  (ICODE.EQ.1) GO T O  1 A 60 
M 5 = 1 1 4 / A 5  "" ~ A 69 
"" "_ 
C O B T A I N   M U 5 (!JS I N G   R E S 1   r L T S   O FY  ) A N D   R E 5   F R O M   Q O T  A 7 1  -___- 
c A 7 2  
C A L L   O D O T (0..00*0. 1- " __- "- A 73 
r A 74 
r O B T A I N   P R E D I C T E I !  0 3  FROM  QDOT I F  I N P U T   Q D O  I S  N O T  0 A 7 L  
" 
P R I N T  23  - A 78 
P R I N T  24 A 79 
P R I N T  25* P5rRH05rT5*H5rSSRtZ5*GAME5*A5*U5*M59RE5 A 00 
P R I N T  26 A R1 
- "_ ~ 
P R I N T  24 _ _ ~ _  - A 82 
_ _ _ - ~ -  P R I N T  2 5 *  P 5 S * R H 0 5 S . T 5 S 1 H 5 S 1 S 5 S R I Z S S I G A M E 5 S I A 5 S I U 5 5 S  " - -. - " - " A 03 
.__ P R I N T  27 __ _ _ _ _  A 84 
P R I N T  28 A 85 
P R I N T  29. P T 5 ~ R H O T S * T T 5 * H T 5 t S T 5 R * Z T 5 * G A M E T 5 ~ A T 5  A 86 
~ _ _ _ ~  "___ "" ~ " - 
24 F O R M A T   ( / 1 0 7 H  _ _ _ _ _ ~  "" ~ """ ". P RHO T H S/R 102 
GAME """V A "" M " N R F  ) A 1 0 3  
2 5  F O R M 4 T   ( l l E 1 0 . 3 )  A 1 0 4  
~~~ 26 F O R M A T  ( / / / 3 9 H  S T A T I C   C O N D I T I O N S   B E H I N D   N O R M A L   S H O C K )  . A 1 0 5  
27 ~ _ _  F O R M A T  ( / / / 4 3 H  S T A S y A T  I O N  CONDIIT.Q.NS- 3.EH I N D  N0RM.A.L SHOCK)  A 106 
28 F O R M A T  __ ( / 7 5 H  "" P " ". -YO. ~ .. T. - - . " -. . . -. -%E A 1 0 7  - 
1 z  GA PnF A )  .. " ." _. ". A 1 0 8  
29 F O R M A T   ( R E 1 0 . 3 )  "" _______" - A 1 0 9  
131 F O R M A T  ( / 6 5 H  O T C O  Q T H O S  QTFR. ." Q T P T   Q T  DE Q A 1 1 1  
1 7  - ~ _ _ _  
" . " " - - "- - 
-49 F O R M A T   ( / / / 4 4 H   S T A G N A T I O N   P O I N T   H E A T   R A N S F E R   P R E D I C T I O N S )  A 1 L  
ENn A 1 1 4 -  
S U B R O U T I N E   P R O C E   ( P T ~ M I Q T ~ M I X X )  B 1  
COMMON / B L K 1 /  RH05rHG*S5R*T5*A5rZ5~GAME5*ZSTAR5*ICODE B 2  
COMMON / B L K 2 /  R H O T ~ . H T S * S T ~ R I T T ~ * A T ~ , Z ~ ~ . C A M E T S ~ Z S T A R T ~ ~ P T ~  B 3  
COMMON / B L K 3 /  TWE * T A I  J 4  TW QTSDE 1 SOH 9 T Y A L L  9 E T 4   S A V  B 4  
COMMON / B L K 4 /   N V I  I T I ~ . M ~ * I S P . N C O I ~ N . G A M E ~ ~  
COMMON / B L K 5 /  P5.U5.~5.MU5,RE5.QT5FRtQT5HOSIQT5H0S*QT5C0rQT5Z0*QT5PT 6 
COMMON / B L K 6 /  P ~ S . T S ~ . R H O S S I H ~ S * A ~ S . Z ~ S . U ~ . ~ * M ~ S . M U ~ S * R ~ ~ S . S ~ S R  B 7  
COMMON / B L K ~ ~ R N I T O L P T I T O L Q T I T O L R H O * Y O S ~ Q D O I  I T E S T  B 8  
R E A L  M S * M U ~ . M S S I M U ~ S * M U W * M U T ~ ~ N U I L A M  B 9  
C B 10 
C F O R  I T E S T = 2 *   X X = U 5 M   A N D   U S E  I R E C T  B 1 1  
C FOR I T E S T = 3 .   X X = P 5 M  AND U S E   I N V E R S E  B 12 
C B 13 
P T 5 = D T 5 M  B 1 4  
Q T 5 = O T 5 M  B 1 5  
c R I6 
C TWALL  MUST BE O(TW=T\I IE)  OR B E  1 B 1 7  
B 18 
_ _ ~ _ _ ~ ~ ~  
- . ~- . "" ____ 
-__- " "~ 
~ - " "" ___ ~- -~ ." ~ _ _  
---__-____-.___ 
- -  ~ - ~~~~ - ~ " -. . - " -~ B 5 -  
"~ "" 
-____. 
~ "" 
_ _ _ ~ . ~ _ ~  
~ . "~_______ 
___ 
c: ____"____ 
C FINITE VALUE OF E T A ( = C P * R H O * K )  MUST BE FURNISHED B 19 
T W = T W E +   1 . 7 7 2 5 * Q T 5 * T W A L L * S Q R T   ( T A U / E T A  ) 
"" 
B 20 
B 2 1  
HT5=?*57745E+3*QT5*SQRT(RN/PT5)*2*** (SPH/2 . )+HW B 22 
I F  ( l T E S T . E Q . 3 )  GO TO 1 B 23 
B 24 
B 25 
B 26 
HW=1.0046E+3+TW ~- 
C _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~ ~  
C F O R   I T E S T = 2 9   E S T I M A T F   I N I T I A L  B O  B Y S E T T I N G  P5=0 
~ -~ 
C _____ -. .~ 
P5=0. __ B 27 
GO TO 2 e 28 
1 P 5 " X X  B 29 
P5 =P5M - B 30 
2 I F  (qAV.EQ.1.) GO TO 3 ~ _ _ _ _  B 31 
C A L L   S E A R C H  ( P T 5 9 R H O T 5 r H T 5 ~ A T 5 r Z T 5 * G A M E T 5 r Z S T A R T 5 * I S P q l )  B 32 
"___ 
~ _ _  
GO T n  4 - -~ - R 33 - 
3 C A L L   S A V F  ( P T 5 * R H O T 5 . H T 5 & T 5 R * T T 5 * A T 5 * Z T E i * G A M E T 5 9 3 )  B 34 
c ~- i3 35 
C I F  T T 5  *GEm 4 5 0 0 K 1  IJqE Z O B Y   R E L A T I O N   T O   O B T A I N   H T 5  
C B 37 
4 I F  ( T T 5 . G E . 4 5 0 0 . )  GO TO 6 
C R .39 
C I F  T T 5   * L T .   4 5 0 0 K 1   U S E   F A Y - R I D D E L L   W I T H   M U T 5   F R O M  Y O S  B 40 
C B 41 
5 C A L L   Q D O T   ( Q T 5 M * l e r l .  1 B 42 
6 I F  ( I T E S T . E Q . 3 )  GO T n   1 0  B 43 
B 3 6 -  
" 
B 38 - 
U S M = X X  ___" R Urr  
U 5 = U s M  B 45 
H 5 = H T 5 - . 5 + U 5 * * 2  B 46 
I F  ( H 5 0 G T o l o E + 5 )  GO T U  B 47 
- 
I C O D F =  1 B 49 
7 R 5 E S T = P T 5 / ( o 9 6 5 * U 5 + * 7 )  B 5 1  
R H O S = R S E S T  __ B 52 
GO T A  9 8 55 
a C A L L   S A V E  ( P 5 . R H 0 5 . H 5 * - S 5 R 1 T 5 * A 5 9 Z 5 , G A M E 5 , 4 )  B 56 
9 C A L L   D I R E C T   ( P T 5 M  )-- B 57 
c 
C 
B 58 
BOCOM I S  C O M P A R I S O N  OF I N I T I A L  B O  T O   U P G R A D E D   B O ( P 5  ONE. 0 )  B 59 
C B 60 
B 61- 
t. R 62 
~- ____.  
B O C O ~ = S Q R T ( P T S / ( P T 5 - P 5 )  1 
" ____ " - " - " . - - 
- - - "" - - 
C IF IN IT IAL B o N O T W I ~ H I  N 4 " PERCENT ~. OF GADEDBOIT ~"B 63 
c: ~- " R 64 
B 65 
GO T n  5 R 66 
1 0  C A L L   I N V E R S E  ( X X )  __ 8 67 
1 1  R F T U R N  B 68 
IF  ( ~ O C O M o L E o I o O 2 )  GO T O   1 1  _ _ _ ~ _ _ _  " - 
~~ __ " " .  - -. - 
" ___- ~ "" 
c 
"" ___ B 69 
1 2   F O R M A T  ( 4 6 H  H 1  IS CE5S T H A N  __ M I N I M U M  " V A L l J E   O N   T A P E t I T E S T = 2 )  B 70 
E N D  _______"__ R 71- 
S U B R O U T I N E   P R O C 4  ( P ~ v ~ U ~ M ~ Q T ~ M )  c 1  
COMMON / B L K l /  R H 0 5 * H 5 * S 5 R q T 5 * A 5 * Z 5 r G A M E 5 . Z S T A R 5 r I C O D E  c 2  
COMMON / B L K 2 /  R H O T 5 ~ H T 5 * S T 5 R * T T 5 * A T 5 r Z T S 1 G A M E T 5 . Z S T A R T 5 * P T 5  c 3  
COMMON / B L K 3 /   T W E  * T A I  f 4 TW 4 Q T 5 D E  * S P H  t T W A L L  9 E T A   S A V  c 4  
COMMON / B L K 4 /   N V *  I T ~ I ? ~ M M * I S P I N C O ~ M N I G A M E ~ S  5 
COMMON / E L K S /  P 5 * U 5 * M 5 * M U 5 * R E 5 * Q T 5 F R 1 Q T 5 H 0 ~ * Q T 5 C 0 * Q - T 5 Z 0 * Q T 5 P T  
COMMON / B L K B /  c 7  
COMMON /BL1<7/ RNITOLPTITOLQTITOLRHOIYOSIQDOI ITEST c a  
R E A L   M 5   M U 5  M5S M U 5 S .  PA>% M U T 5  NlJ * L A M  c 9  
NN=n c 10 
Q T S = O T S M  c 1 1  
P5=Pc ;M c 12 
tJ5=UFM c 1 3  
c 1 4  
c 1 5  
" ". - 
~ _ _ _  c -  
. . C 6  
" -~ ~ ~" 
~ - - .~ " 
" ~- _ _ _  ". ~. . . . ~ . "" ~ 
- "- C 
r TWALL M U S T  BE O (TW=T l r /E )   OR BE 1 ~ "" 
"" __- . ." 
C 
"" . "_ ". . .. "- C 1 6  
5 Q H O L n l k l = R H 0 5  c 52 
R H O U D = R H O S + D E L R H O  c 53 
GO T n  1 - . . c 54 
6 C A L L   Q D O T   ( Q T S M * I a * I * )  c 55 
C C 56 
C c $8 
IF ( A B S ( I . - Q T S M / Q T 5 F R ) * L E . T O L Q T )  GO T O  8 c 59 
" IF ( N N s E Q . 1 5 )   G O   T O  7 C 60 
~.- .___ 
- __ "" - -" _ _ _ _ ~  
C   T O L Q T   R E P R E S E N T S   O L F R A N C E  O F  I T E R A T I O N  - O N   Q T 5  c 57 
I 
U 
I 
tb 
tb 
~~ ~ 
IF ( O T S F R o L T o Q T S M )  GO TO> 
RHOS=RHOS-DELRHO C 63 
~- C 62 
GO T O  2 c 64 
7 PD1hl-r 0 r 66 
~- 
F O R M A T  ( 5 0 H  I T E R A T I O N S  ON R H 0 5   E X C E E D   L I M I T  O F  1 5   F O R   I T E S T = 4 )  C 70 
F O R M e T   ( 2 1 H   C H E C K   L I M I T S   O N   R H 0 5 1  
E N D  
S U B R O U T I N E   P K C 5   ( R H ~ ~ M I P ~ M ~ Y Y )  
_____- 
_~ 
COMMON / B L K I /  R H 0 5 r H 5 t S 5 R 1 T 5 r A 5 t Z 5 r G A M E ~ * Z S T A R 5 r  I C O D E  
COMMON / B L K 2 /  R H O T 5 r H T 5 r S T 5 R t T T 5 r A T 5 r Z T 5 . Z S T A R T 5 * P T 5  
COMMON / B L K 3 /  T W E r T A I I r T W r Q T 5 D E r S P H * T W A L L r E T A r S A V  . D 4  
COMMClN / B L K 4 /  N V ~ I T I R I M M ~ I S P ~ N C O ~ M N ~ G A M E ~ S  D 5  
COMMON / B L K 5 /  P 5 r U 5 r b 4 5 r M U 5 r R E 5 q Q T S F R q Q T 5 H O S r Q T 5 C O ~ Q T 5 Z O a Q T 5 P T  D 6  
____ ~~ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ ~ -  D 3  
~ "" . ." ~- 
C 71 
c 72- - 
9 
 ( 2 1 H   C H E C K   L I M I T S   O N   R H 0 5 1    
D l  
~. I  
r r t r r .  
. 4  
 
 
- 
~ 
COMMON / B L K 6 /  P 5 S ~ T 5 S r R H 0 5 S r H 5 S r A 5 S * Z 5 S r U 5 S * M 5 S r M U 5 S r R E 5 S r S 5 S R  D 7  
COMMON / B L K 7 /  R N t T O L P T r T O L Q T r T O L R H O ~ Y O S ~ Q D O r  I T E S T .  D 8  
R E A L  M 5 r M U 5 r M 5 S r M U 5 S ~ M U W r h l U T 5 * N U ~ L A M  D 9  
C D 10 
c F O R   I T E S T = 5 r   Y 7 1 u 5 M   4 N D  USE D I R E C T  D 1 1  
C F O R   I T E S T = 6 .  YY=P-T5M  AND USE D I R E C T  D 1 2  
_ _ _ . _ _ _ _ ~  " 
" - 
~ ~ "~ 
.~ 
c ~- D 33 
D 35 
C F O R   I T E S T = 5 *   M U S T   E I M A T E   P 5 M  "" F O R   U S E  I N  D I R E C T  D 34 
- c ~ -~ 
5 P T 5 = . 9 6 5 * R H 0 5 * U 5 * * 2  ~ _ _ _  - ~ _ _ _  - _________" D 36 
PT!iM=PT5 D 37 
6 .  C A L L   D I R E C T   ( P T 5 M )  ___ ~ - D 38 
R F T I J R N  .~ n 39 
FND 
S U B R O U T I N E   P R O C 7   ( P T S M q R H O T 5 M t Y Y )  
COMMON / B L K 1 /  R H ~ ~ S ~ R * T ~ * A ~ * Z ~ . G A M E ~ I Z S T A R ~ * I C O D E  
E l  
E 2  
COMMON /BLK2/ R H O T S * Y T ~ ~ S T S R I T T ~ ~ A T ~ * Z T ~ ~ Z S T A R T ~ * P T ~  .E 3 
COMMON / B L K 3 /  T W E I T A ( ~ * T W * Q T S D E * S P H I T W A L L * E T A * S A V  
COMMON / B L K 4 /  N V I I T I Q * M M * I S P * N C O I M N I G A M € ~ S  E 5  
COMMON / B L K 5 /  P ~ ~ U S * M ~ * M U ~ * R E ~ I Q ~ ~ F R I Q T ~ H O S * Q T ~ C O I Q T ~ Z O I Q T ~ P T  .~ E 6  
COMMON / B L K 6 /  P ~ S ~ T ~ ~ * R H ~ ~ S I H ~ S * A ~ S * Z ~ S I " U ~ S * M ~ S * M U ~ S I R E ~ S * S ~ . S R  E 7  
COMMON / B L K 7 /  R N I T O L P T ~ T O L Q T ~ T O L R H O ~ Y O S ~ Q ~ O I I T E S T  E 8  
-~ D 40- 
_ _ _ ~ -  
~~ 
E 4  
.!b 
R E A L  M ~ * M U ~ * M S S * M U ~ S * M U W I M U T ~ * N U * L A M  E 9  ;6 
C E 10 cd 
c F O R  I T E S T = 7 *   Y Y z R H 0 5 M  -AND USE I N V E R S E  E 11 
C F O R  I T E S T = 8 *   Y Y = P S M   A N D   U S E   I N V E R S €  
C F O R  I T E S T z 9 r   Y Y = U 5 M  AND U S E   D I R E C T E 13 
c: E 14 
P T 5 = P T 5 M  E 15 
R H O T T = R H O T 5 M  1 E 16 
I F  (SAV.EO.1.) GO TO 1 ' E 1 7  
C A L L   S E A R C H  ( P T ~ ~ R H O T ~ * H T ~ * S T ~ R I T T ~ * A T S ~ ~ T ~ * G A M E T ~ * Z S T A R T ~ * I S P * ~ )  E 18 
__ E 1 2  8 
54 
e 
tJ 
~- 
~~~ 
GO TO 2 E ' 1 9  E 3 
1 CALL S A V E  (PTSrRHOT5+HT5*ST5R*TT5*AT5*ZT5eGAMET5*2) E 20 
C E 21 a 
C A T   T H I S   P O I N T I  KNOW ? T A G N A T I O N   C O N D I T I O N S   E X A C T L Y  E 22 
C E 23 
2 rF (ITEST.EQ.~) GO T O  3 E 24 
C A L L   I N V E R S E  ( Y Y )  E 25 
GO TO 7 E 26 
3 tJ5M=YY E 27 
U 5 = U s M  E 28 
H5=HT5- .5*US**2  E 29  
I F  ( H 5 . G T o l . E + 5 )  GO TO 4 E 30 
PRINT 8 E 3 1  
I CODF= 1 E 32 
GO T O  7 E 33 
4 R 5 E S T = P T 5 / ( . 9 6 5 * U 5 * ~ ? )  E 34 
R H 0 5 z R S E S T  E 35 
IF  (qAV.EQ.1.) GO T O  5 E 36 
- 
C A L L   S E A R C H  ( P ~ ~ R H O ~ . H ~ ~ S S R I T ~ ~ A ~ ~ ~ ~ * G A M € ~ ~ Z S T A R ~ ~ I S  P.3)  F 17 
GO T O  6 F ?a 
6 C A L L  D I R E C T   ( P T 5 M  ) E 40 
" - 
5 C A L L   S A V E  ( P ~ ~ R H O ~ . H ~ ~ S ~ R V T ~ * A ~ ~ Z ~ ~ C A M E ~ ~ ~ )  
-~ 
E 39- 
C E 42 
a F O R M A T  ( 5 0 H  HI is L E . q S   T H A N   M I N I M U M   V A L U E   O NT A P E   F O R   I T E S T = 9 )  E 43 
D I M E N S I O N  X ( 4 ) .  Y ( 4 ~ 9 t 1 5 0 ) r  Z ( 9 ) .  U ( 4 ) r  V ( 4 ) .  W ( 4 ) .  N P ( 4 )  F 2  
D I M E N S I O N   T A B P ( 3 ) .   T A B H ( 3 )  F 3 
COMMON / B L K  1 / R H 0 5  HFj 9 S 5 R  9 T 5  A 5 9   Z 5  9 G A M E 5  *=TAR5 9 I CODE F 4  
COMMON / B L K ~ /  R H O T ~ ~ H T ~ . S T ~ R I T T ~ ~ A T ~ ~ Z T ~ ~ Z S T A R T ~ . P T ~  F 5  
COMMON / B L K 3 /  T W E . T A I J ~ T W ( Q T ~ D E ~ S P H . T W A L L ( E > . S A V  F 6  
COMMON / B L K 4 /  NVI IT IR IMMI ISPINCOIMN,GAME~S F 7  
COMMON / B L K 5 /  P5*U59M59MU5~RE5rQT5FRIQT5HOSIQT5H0S9QT5C0*QT5Z09QT5PT F 0  
COMMON /BLK6/ P 5 S * T 5 < . R H 0 5 S q H 5 S t A 5 S I Z 5 S I U S S I " U S S , R E 5 S . S 5 S R  F 9  
COMMON - / B L K 7 /  R N I T O L P T I T O L Q T I T O L R H O ~ Y O S * Q D O *  I T E S T  
COMMON I C O U N T I   I M E T ( 2 ) , N P t A S A R q M E * M F  F 1 1  
R E A L  M 5 * M U 5 * M F j S * M U 5 S . M U W r M l J T 5 . N U . L A M  
F 10 
F 12 
I M E T ( 1   ) = I M E T T 2 ) = O  
" 
c F 1 4  
c D I R E C T   P E R F O R M S   NORMA^ S H O C K   C R O S S I N G .   P R E - T O - P O S T  F 1 5  
c. 
1 
- F 1 6  
B S N S = R H 0 5 + U S  F 1 7  
C S N S = P 5 + B S N S + O 5  
" F 1 8  __.__ "" 
D S N S = H 5 + * 5 * U 5 + + 2  F 1 9  
H T 5 = H 5 + * 5 * U 5 * % 2  
" ~ , I -  
F 20 
C A L L  S A V E  ( P T ~ . R H O T ~ * H I ~ * S T ~ R I T T ~ . A T ~ . Z T ~ * Z T ~ ~ ~ )  F 2 1  
R H 0 5 $ = # 9 5 5 * R H O T 5  
2 U 5 S = R S N S / R H 0 5 S  
__________~____""" __ F 22 
- .- _ _ _ ~ -  F 23 
F 24 
F 25 
~ _ _ _  F 26 
P S S = C S N S - - B S N S * U 5 S  ~~ ~ 
H5S=t3SNS- .4+U5S**2  
IF ( T A V . F Q . I * )  GO T%-3 
"" 
C A L L   S E A R C H  ( P ~ S I R N E I ~ I ~ H S S I S ~ S R I T ~ S . A ~ S I Z S T A R ~ S ~ I S P ~ ~ )  
~. 
F 37 
F 28 GO T n  4 
3 C A L L   S A V E  ( P 5 S . R N E W * H 5 ~ r S 5 S R * T 5 S * A 5 ~ , Z ~ S * G A M E 5 S . 3 )  F 29 
4 IF  ( A B S ( I * - R H 0 5 S / R N E L ~ ' ) * L ~ ~ * O O l )  GCIJ-O-_5.-_- F 30 
RHOSS=RNEW 
GO T O  2 
F 131 
5 
F 32 
R H 0 5 q = R N E W  " F 33 
M 5 S = ( J 5 S / A 5 S  F 34 
H T S R = H T S / R  F 35 
. ~ . F 45 
F O h  
1 3  IF (SAV.EQ.1.) GO T O   1 4  " "" F 70 - 
C A L L   S E A R C H  (PT5rRHOT5.HTSrST5R*TT5*AT5*ZT5*GAMET5*ZSTARTS~ISP~l) F 7 1  
- GO T n   1 5  F 72  
1 4   C A L L   S A V E ( P T S * R H O T S * H T 5 * S T S R * T T 5 * A T 5 * Z T 5 * G A M E T 5 * 3 )  F 73 
I ?  R F T U R N  F 74 
F N D  F 75- 
~~ 
___-__ 
~ -. . 
SUBROUT I NE I N V E R S E  ( 7 2  ) 
D I M E N S I O N   X ( 4 ) e   Y ( 4 * 9 * 1 5 0 ) *   Z ( 9 ) *  U ( 4 ) *  V ( 4 ) *  W ( 4 ) r  N P ( 4 )  
COMMON / B L K l /  R H 0 5 r H ! j * S 5 R , T 5 * A 5 t Z 5 ~ G A M E 5 * Z S T A R 5 * I C O D E  G 3  
COMMON /BLK2/  R H O T ~ * H T ~ * S T ~ R * T T ~ * A T ~ ~ Z T ~ * < A M E T S I Z S T A R T ~ * P T ~  G 4  
COMMON /BLK3/ T W E * T A \ J + T W 4 Q T E j D E * S P H * T W A L L r E T A * S A V  G 5  
" 
G 1  
G 2  
~~ 
COMMON / B L K 4 /  N V * l T * R * M M * l S P * N C O * M N * G A M E 5 S  G 6 
G 7  COMMON / B L K 5 /  P5tU5rM5rMUS*RE5*QT5FRIQT5HOSIQT5HOS*QT5CO*QT5ZO*QT5PT 
COMMON / B L K 6 /  P ~ S I T ~ ~ ~ R H O S S ~ H S S * A ~ S I Z S S I V ~ S * U ~ S I R E ~ S ~ S ~ S R  "_ 
C O M M % - / B L K 7 /  R N I T O L P T ~ T O L Q T I T O L R H O I Y O S I Q D O (  1 -TEST 
"____ 
G L  
"~ 
G 9  
COMMON i C O U N T *   I M E T ( 2 ) * N P 1 A R A R ~ M E I M F  G 1 0  
- I M F T ( 1   ) = I M E T ( 2 ) = 0  G 1 2  
- "~ .~ "" __ R E A L  M S * M U S * M S S I M U S S I M U ~ ~ ~ M U T ~ * N U * L A M  G 1 1  
c I F  M 4  LESS T H A N  3 9  M A Y   H A V E  T O  LOWFR  P  G 22 
"C." T O  M 1 N I ' M 1   Z E C O M P U T E R  .T I ME  SHOULD ALSO~.&OWE_E!?PUP G 23 
GO TO 7 G 50 
6 C A L L   S A V E  ( P ~ ~ R H O E ~ H ~ * S ~ R I T ~ ~ A ~ * Z ~ ~ G A M E ~ * ~ )  G 51 
C 
C T O L R H O   R E P R E S E N T S   O L E R A N C E   O F   I T E R A T I O N  ON R H 0 5  
G 52 
G 53 
c G 54 
7 I F  ( A B S ( I . - R H O ~ / R H O E ) . L E . T O L R H O )  GO TO 10 G 55 
IF ( R H O E D L T ~ R H O ~ )  GO TO 8 G 56 
P 5 S = P 5 S - D F L P  G 57 
GO T n  2 G 58 
- 
GO TO 1 G 61 
9 P 5 M = Z Z  . G 62 
P5=Pc;M G 63 
U5=(P5S-P5) / (RH05S*U?S)+U5S G 64 
R H 0 5 = R H 0 5 S + U 5 S / U 5  
H 4 = H T 5 -  j *U5**2 G 66 
- G 65 
IF ( H 5 0 G T o I o E + 5 )  GO TO 5 G 67 
P ~ S Z P ~ S - D E L P  G 68 
GO Tn 2 G 69 
lr!  I F  ( < A V o E Q . l o )  GO T O  1 1  G 70 
C A L L   S E A R C H  ( P ~ S * R H O ~ S I H ~ S * S ~ S R * T ~ S I Z ~ S I C A M E ~ S * Z ~ S * G A M E ~ S ~ Z S T A R ~ S ~ I S P ~ I )  G 71 
GO TO 1 2  G 72 
1 1  C A L L   S A V E  ( P S S I R H O ~ S * H ~ S I S ~ S R * T ~ S * A ~ S * Z ~ S ~ ~ )  .G 73 
1 2   M ~ S = I . J ~ S / A ~ S  G 74 
GO T n  14 G 75 
13 P R I N T   1 5  G 76 
I CODF= 1 G 77 
1 4   R E T I J Q N  G 78 
C G 79 
14 F O R M A T   ( 5 2 H   I T E R A T I O N S  ON P2 E X C E E D   L I M I T  - R E F I N E   L I M I T S   O N  P2)  G 80 
END G 81" 
H L  SURROUTINE  QDOT ( Q T S M ~ R I T ~ D I T )  
D I M F N S I O N   T A B P ( 7 ) *   T A B T ( 2 5 ) r   T A B N U ( 1 7 5 )  H 2  
D I M E N S I O N   X ( 4 ) .   Y ( 4 * 9 * 1 5 0 ) *  Z ( 3 ) .  U ( 4 ) *  V ( 4 ) r  W ( 4 ) *  N P ( 4 )  H 3 
D I M E N S I O N   T A P Y ( 4 ) .   T A B T Y ( 1 3 ) r   T A B N U Y ( 5 2 )  H 4  
COMMON / B L K l /  RH05rHS*S5R*T5~A5tZ5*GAME5*ZSTAR5*ICODE H 5  
COMMON / B L K 2 /  R H O T ~ * H T ~ ~ S T ~ R I T T ~ ~ A T ~ * Z T ~ * G A M E T ~ * Z S T A R T ~ ~ P T ~  H 6  
COMMON / B L K 3 /  TWEtTP(J .TW*QTSDE*SPHrTWALL*ETArSAV H 7  
COMMON / B L K 4 /  N V I  I T I R * M M I I S P * N C O I M N * G A M E ~ S  H 8  
COMMON / B L K 5 /  P S ~ U ~ * ' ~ P I M U ~ ~ R E ~ ~ Q T ~ F R I Q T ~ H O S I Q T ~ H O S * Q T ~ C O * Q T ~ Z O * Q T ~ P T  H 9  
COMMON /BLK6/ P ~ S * T ~ C * R H ~ ~ S * H ~ S * A ~ S ~ Z ~ S I U S S ~ M ~ S ~ M U ~ S I R E ~ S * S ~ S R  H 10 
COMMON / B L K 7 /  RNITOLPTITOLQTITOLRHO*YOS*QDO* ITEST H 1 1  
R E A L  M! i rMUSrMSSrMIJ5S*MUWtMUT5*NU*LAM H 12 
wl 
0 r 
c T A B L F  O F  V I S C O S I T Y  F R O M  H A N S E N ( N A S A   T R   R - 5 0 )  
~~ ~~ 
H 1  3 
H 14 
~~ ."" "" _ _ ~ - _ _ _  - "" ~ 
C T A P L F  O F  V I S C O S I T Y  F Q O M  Y g S ( A V C 0   R A D - T i l X 3 - 7 )  
~ _ _ _ -  H 36 
H 37 
" -_ - 
"" __-._ "" ~- " 
C I F  YOS=O, USE H A N S E N C   R E S U L T S  FOR M U T 5  
C IF YOS=II U S E  Y O S  R E C U L T S  FOR MUTE? H 88 
. . " 
H 87 
- 
c H 89 
7 IF ( V O S * E Q * O * )   G O - T O 8 H 90 
C A L L   D I S C O T  ( T T ~ ~ P T S ~ T A B T Y I T A B N U Y ~ T A P Y ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ M U T ~ )  
- 
H 91
GO TO 9 H 92 
8 C A L L   D I S C O T  ( T T ~ * P T ~ , T A E ~ T I T A B N U * T A B P ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ N U )  H 93 
~ U T 5 = 1 . 4 6 2 € - 6 + S Q R T ( T T 5 ) / ( 1 * + l l Z * / T T 5 )  H 94 
M l l T 5 = M l l T 5 + N l l  H 95 

20 R F T U R N  H 1 4 5  
C H 1 4 6  
ENID H 1 4 8  
S U B R O U T I N F   S A V E  (PIRHOIHISRITIAMIZIGAME.K) 11 
~ "" .. ~- 
21 F O R M 4 T   ( 5 1 H  I T E X m S  ON HT I N   S E C T I O N  3 OF Q F T  EXCEED L I M I T )  H 147 
~ _ _ _ _ _ -  
c 12 
C S b V E   O B T A  I N S  T H E R ~ N A M I ~ C " P R O P E R T ~ f - € S f O R R E ~ A ~ A  I R 13 
C I <  B A S F D  ON CURVE F I T   E X P R E S S I O N S   T F - K E D C - T D R - 6 3 - 1 3 8  1 4  
c E X P R E S S I O N S  O F  A E n C - T D R - 6 3 - 1 3 8   A P P L I C A B L E   F O R   T = 9 0   T O  1 5 0 0 0  15 
- 
c 16 
C M A X I M U M   P E R C E N T   E R R O R S -   T = 2 0 0 0 T O  150001 AND P= lE+4  TO lE+6 17 
c 18 
- 
c RHO H T A z GAME 19 
c 2.42 1.96 2 024 2.78 0.75 5.68 I 1 0  
c I 1 1  
C I N P U T S   A R E  P R E S S U R E ( N / S Q   M E T E R )   A N D -  I 1 2  
r 
c ( 2 )  D F N S I T Y .   K G / C U B I C   M E T E R   ( K = 2 )  I 14 
C ( 3 )  E N T H A L P Y .  SQ M E T E R / S Q   S E C  ( K = 3 )  I 15 
c I 1 6  
"" 
( 1  ) ENTROPY * CT!? ( K =  1 ) I 13 
c A L S O .   I N P U T SD F N S l f Y   A N D   E N T H A L P - A R E   I N C L U D E D   ( K = 4 )  I 1 7  
hlN = n ' I 2 1  
M M = O  t 32 
I F  ( K o N E . 4 )  GO TO 3 I 23 
CON5=. 03 I 24 
PM ( J  ) =RHO+H*CON5 I 26 
T A B P M ( J ) = P M ( J )  I 27 
P = P Y  ( J  ) I 28 
GO TO 3 I 29  
1 T A R H M ( J ) = H A  I 30 
TABSRM ( J ) =SR I 3 1  
CON5=CON5+o 03 I 32 
MM=O I 3 L  
NN=O I 34 
2 CONT I NUE I 35 
C A L L   F T L U P  ( H I P I ~ I I ~ I T A B H M I T A B P M )  I 36 
C A L L   F T L U P  ( H I S R I ~ . I ? ~ T A B H M I T A B S R M )  I 37 
mM=? I 38 
3 P L O G = A L O G 1 0 ( P / 1 o 0 1 3 2 ~ E + 5 )  I 39 
A = P L O C * P L O G  I 40 
9 
~ T l S = ~ e / ( l e + F X P ( X l S l ) )  "" ." I 61 
1 9  I F  ( K e F Q e 3 e A N D e M M e N F e 2 )  GO T O  36 I 62 
. "" 

C 
"" -~ ~ 
c CONVERGENCE T E S T  FOR K = 2  I 130 
"" __ "" " . - - ". __________" GO T n  54 I 154 
c: I 15s 
C CnMPUTING E N T H A L P Y  A 5  A FUNCTION OF P AND S / R  1 156 
c 1 IC7 
"" ." .~ 
"- 
36 . " " _ ~  ____ . "' 1 ." - ." - .. " . ___ IF (qRLOG-106)  37137 38 I 158 . 
_. - 37  HRCA~~l2o693R69+5a39753l2*PLOG-48o729217*SRLOG-ol496l52l*A-5o~7~87 I 159 
1 7 4 * P ~ 0 G + S ~ L 0 G + 4 8 ~ 1 9 2 ~ 8 * 6 + ~ 0 0 0 9 0 1 4 ~ 4 1 3 2 * C + ~ 0 9 1 1 5 1 4 7 3 * A * S R L 0 G + 1 ~ 6 2 8 2 8  I 160 
I 162 
~- - ~ "" ____ "" 
"____ __ " ~ 
" 229*PI-CG*R-13.065;267.Kn ~ - ~ ~ 1 161- 
GO Tr\--4 8 - .__ ~- " ~ 
3 8  IF ( S R L O G - 1 - 7 6 )  39133145 I 163 
39 H R 2 2 = - 1 5 6 ~ 3 7 1 9 4 + 6 0 6 9 5 9 2 2 8 * P L O G + 2 6 9 . 9 3 P 9 7 , S R C p G ~ 0 0 9 7 1 7 9 9 6 5 * A ~ 7 ~ 5 3 7 9  I 164 
41 T H = I  I 173 
I 1 7 4  
4 2   T H = l  a/( 1 o + E X P ( X H I  1 ) I 1 7 5  
I 176 
GO T n  44 
___ 
GO T n  44  _ "  
4 3   T H = O  0 I 1 7 7  
4 4   H R C A L = H R 2 1 + ( H R 2 2 - H R 2 1  ) * T H  I 1 7 8  
I 1 7 9  
4 5  I F  ( S R L O G - 1 . 9 2 )   4 6 r 4 6 9 4 7 I 180 
- 4 6  H R C A ~ ~ - 3 5 ~ 1 6 0 6 7 1 + 0 ~ 3 ~ ~ 6 ~ 2 ~ ~ G + 5 6 1 9 9 5 8 5 + S R L O G - o 0 2 2 6 6 1 3 5 8 * A - o 4 8 4 7 0 3  I 1 8 1
1 0 5 * S R L O G * P L O G - 2 7 0 6 4 ~ 8 ~ 7 + 8 + ~ ~ ~ 5 8 S 6 8 8 3 9 ~ ~ ~ 6 2 9 9 9 6 2 * A * S R L O G + ~ 1 4 0 7 3  I 182 
2 6 0 6 * ~ * P L O C + 4 0 7 1 2 2 6 1  *n" I 183 
GO T n  48 I 184 
" - " 
GO T n  48 
" _____. "~ 
___ 
47 HRCA~=-114o94796+4.0~4583*PLOG+l~OoO8427*SRLOG-~O4l327787~~-4~O366 I 185 
1 5 3 5 * P L 0 G * S R L 0 G - 9 0 o 7 6 ~ 0 6 * ~ + ~ 0 0 0 4 0 3 2 0 6 9 4 * C + o 0 2 4 3 6 0 2 4 8 * A * S R L 0 G + 1 ~ 0 4 6 2  I 186 
2 2 9 9 * P L O G * R + 1 5 0 4 6 7 8 0 4 * D  I 187 
4 8  H R 1 5 = 2 8 o 1 6 0 6 6 4 - 2 o 2 3 3 ~ 7 3 * P L 0 G - 5 9 . 0 5 3 6 9 4 * S R L 0 G + o 0 5 4 9 7 3 5 4 4 * A + 3 o 7 1 8 3 2  I 188 
1 5 ~ + P ~ O G * S R L O G + 4 0 o 9 8 6 ~ O 3 * ~ - o O O O 4 2 9 2 6 9 8 * C - o O 4 O 7 2 6 3 3 2 * A * S R L O G ~ l o 3 7 O 4 5  I 189 
2 @ 5 * P L O G * 8 - 8 0 2 5 3 6 4 ~ * O  I 190 
HQCAL=HR15+(HRCAL-HRlS)*Tl5 I 191 
HA=(10o**HRCAL)*287on388 I 192 
I F  ( U o E Q o l o O R o K o E Q ~ 2 )  GO T O  58 I 1 9 3  
I F  ( Y o E Q o ~ o A N D o M M o E Q ~ ~ )  GO TO 52 I 194 
IF  ( ? o F Q o 4 )  GO TO 1 r 195 
c I 196 
r C O N V E R G E N C E   T E S T   F O R   K = 3  I 197 
- 
C I 198 
IF  ( A E S ( l . - H / H A ) o L E o . O O l )  GO TO 1 1  I 199 
NN=NN+ 1 I 200 
I F  ( H A o G T o H )  GO T O  34 I 2 0 1  
GO TO 3 2  I 202 
r I 203 
c I N T E R P O L A T I O N   F O R   D E L S R   L E S S   T H A N  1 I 204 
c. - I 205 
4 9   T A R H  ( 1 ) =HA I 206 
5 0  D E L S ~ = ( T A B S R ( 6 ) - T A B S R ( 1 ) ) / 5 0  I 207 
T A B S R (  I ) = T A B S R (  1 - 1   ) + n E L S R  I 209 
5: CONT I NUE I 210 
I F  ( K o E Q o 2 o O R o K o F Q . 4 )  GO TO 55 I 2 1 1  
DO 57 I = 2 9 6  I 212 
- 
DO 5 1  i Z2 -5  I 208 
~" 
MM=I I 213 
S R = T A B S R ( I )  .I 21 4 
GO TO 4 I 215 
52 T A B H ( 1   ) = H A  I 216 
- " 53 CONT I NU€ I P 1 7  
C A L L   F T L U P   ( H I S R I N I ~ ~ T A R H I T A B S R )  I 2 1 8  
"=? I 219 
GO T n  c; I 220 
5 4  T A B R  ( 1  ) =RHOA I 2 2 1  
~~ 
?h T A R R r I ) = R H O A  I 227 
57 COhlT 1 NIJE I 228 - 
C A L L   F T L U P   ( R H O I S R I N ~ ~ ~ T A R R I T A B S R )  I 229 
Y M = 2  I 230 
GO T n  5 I 2 3 1  
c I 232 
c C n M P U T  I NG Z I 233 
c I 2.14 
_" "________"__ 
- 
1 7 9 ~ P ~ O G * S R L O G + 6 2 0 ~ 0 4 ~ 6 0 * 0 - ~ 0 ~ 2 ~ ~ 8 ~ * ~ - ~ ~ ~ 0 7 9 * A * S R L O G - 9 ~ ~ 4 9 6 9 0 3  _ _ - . ~  I 244 
2 * P L O C * B - 1 2 9 . 7 R 9 2 1 * D  I 245 
Z C A L 3 ~ 3 6 6 ~ 4 0 6 7 4 ~ 1 5 ~ 5 1 7 4 4 4 * P L O G ~ 6 4 7 ~ 4 2 4 3 6 * S R L ~ G + ~ l 8 7 0 1 7 5 E * A + l ~ ~ O 4 0 3  I 246 
1 R 3 * P ~ O G * S R L O G + 3 7 9 ~ 5 9 8 3 4 * B - ~ O O O ~ 7 9 5 8 4 3 ~ * C - ~ l O 5 ~ O l 2 9 * A * S R L O G - 5 ~ l 8 8 8 2  I 247 
-~ _____.__-__-__ 
64 I F  ( X 2 2 3 1 + 4 9 . )  65166166 I 260 
W O = 2 A o  967 
R U N l V = A 3 1 4 0 3 4  
~ - .. . ~ I 287 
I F  ( K o E Q o ~ o O R * K O E O . ~ )  GO TO 79 I 289 
RH&=sHOA I 290 
I 291 
I 292- 
" " 
I 288 
. ~. "~ .____
79 T=P* l r lO/   (RHO*RUNlV*Z)  
c 
~- 
_" - ." - " 
~ _ _  ". " - 
C C n M P U T I N G   A ( M / S E C )  .__. I 293 
8? C O N I = S O R T ( T / 2 7 3 . 1 5 )  I 298 
A O A O = - o 0 7 5 3 8 0 8 + C O N 1 * r l . 1 2 6 4 4 - . 0 5 5 2 6 4 4 - o O 5 5 2 6 9 6 * C O N l ~  I 299 
A M = 3 1 1 0 3 1 1 5 * A O A O  I 300 ___". . ___ 
GO T A  104 I 301 
I 302 .8 3 X A 1 2 = 6 3 5 ~ 0 5 4 - 1 2 2 0 o 4 6 * S l ? L 0 G + 8 0 3 o 8 8 2 * B ~ 1 6 0 * 8 4 5 * D  -______ 
XA23=373 .702-6630358*SRLOG~0-80854*B-8608056*D I 303 
XA34=1703078-2602097wSRLOG+1337 .93+B-231~422*D I 304 
Q) 
0 
GO  TO 103 I 350 
1 0 2   T A 3 4 = 1 0 / ( 1 0 + E X P ( X A 3 4 1 ) )  I 351 
1 0 3  A O A O = A I + ( A 2 - A l ) + T A 1 2 + ( A 3 - A 2 ) * T A 2 3 + ( A 4 - A 3 ) * T A 3 4  I 352 
A M = 3 7 1 0 3 1 1 5 * A O A O  I 353 
c. I 354 
r. CnMPCJT I NG  GAMF I 355 
C I 356 
1 n4 GAME=WO*AM+*P/ (R (JN1  V * Z + T )  I 357 
IF  ( r o F Q . 2 )  GO  TO 1 0 q  I 358 
I F  ( K o E Q o 3 o O R o K o E Q o 4 )  GO  TO 106 I 359 
H=HA I 360 
GO T n  106 I 3 6 1  
105 H=HA I 362 
106 R E T U R N  7 7c7 
END 
S U B R O U T I N E   S E A R C H  (P~RHOtHlrSORtT1.AltZl~GAM~ZS~ISPtK) J 1  
~~ 
I 364- 
~ ~~ 
c J 2  
C K = l  C O R R E S P O N D S   T O   I N P U T S  P AND H I  J 3  
c K = 2   c O R R E S P O N D S   T O   T W U T S  P AND  RHO J 4  
C K = 3  C O R R E S P O N D S   T O   I N P U T S   R H O   A N D  H I  J 5  
r J 6  
D I M E N S I O N   G ( 4 ) .   Y 1 ( 4 ) *  Y 2 ( 4 ) *  Y 3 ( 4 ) .   Y 4 ( 4 ) .   Y 5 ( 4 ) r   Y 6 ( 4 ) 9   Y 7 ( 4 )  J 7  
D I M E M S I O N   I C U N T ( 2 5 ) .   J F L A G ( 2 5 ) .   Y ( 9 t 1 5 0 ) r  P ( 2 5 ) .  R H O ( 2 5 )  ~a 
D I M E N S I O N   S A V E H ( 2 5 * 4 ) *   S A V E R ( 2 5 * 4 ) *   S A V E T ( 2 5 r 4 ) .   S A V E A ( 2 5 . 4 )  J 9  
D I M E N S I O N   S A V E Z ( 2 5 9 4 ) .   S A V E S ( 2 5 * 4 ) *   S A V E G ( 2 5 r 4 ) t   S A V E Z S ( 2 5 r 4 )  J 10 
D I M E N S I O N   S A V E P ( 2 4 . 4 )  J 1 1  
D I M E N S I O N   H 1 1 2 5 ) *   T 1 ( 2 5 ) *   A I ( 2 5 ) .  Z I ( 2 5 ) r  S O R ( 2 5 ) r   G A M ( 2 5 ) .  Z S ( 2 5 )  J 1 2  
D I M E N S I O N   T A B T ( I 5 O ) t   A B R ( I 5 0 ) .   T A R P ( 1 5 0 ) .   T A B H ( 1 5 0 )  J 1 3  
D I M E N S I O N   T A B A ( 1 5 O ) .   T A B Z ( l 5 O ) *   T A R G ( 1 5 0 ) .   T A B Z S ( I 5 0 )  J 14 
DO 1 I=lrISP J 15 
I COUNT ( I ) = 1 J 16 
JFLAC-  ( I ) = O  J 17 
1 CONT I NU€ J 1 8  
I T = 8  J 20 
JUMP=O J 19 
I F  ( F N D F I L E   I T )  3.9 
. .  . .  . 
J 23 
- " 
3 CONT I NlJE J 24 
W R I T F  (6 .40 )  J 25 
DO 8 I = l r I S P  J 26 . 
I F  ( J F L A G (  I ) a E Q o O  1 GO  TO 4 J 27 
P (  1 ) = 0 .  J 32 
GO T n  7 J 33 
"" 
S A V E T ( J * N N ) = A N S 3  J 94 
S A V E b ( J t N N ) = A N S 4  J 95 
~- 
~ 
C A L L   D I S C O T  ( R R * R R I T A R R * T A B Z * T A B Z * - ~ ~ O * N V ~ O * A N S ~ )  J 1 0 3  
C A L L   D I S C O T  ( R R I R R ~ T A R R * T A B G I T A B G ~ - I ~ O ~ N V ~ O ~ A N S G )  J 104 
C A L L   C I S C O T  ( R R I R R I T ~ @ R I T A B Z S ~ T A B Z S I - ~ ~ ~ , N V I O I A N S ~ )  
C A L L  DISCOT ( R R ~ R R ~ T ~ ~ R I T A B P * T A B P ~ - ~ ~ O * N V ~ Q * A N S ~ )  
___-__ J 105 
J 106 - _ _ ~ _ _ _ _  
S A V E H ( J t N N ) = A N S l  J 108 
S A V F T ( J t N N ) = A N S 3  J 1 0 9  
S A V E A ( J t N N ) = A N S 4  
S 4 V E 7 ( J * N N ) = A N S 5  ~ J 111 
S A V E C ( J * N N ) = A N S 6  J 112  
S A V E 7 S  ( J  NN ) = A N S 7  J 113 
S A V E P ( J t N N ) = A N S B  J 114 
18 I F  (U.EQ.1) GO T O  20 J 1 1 5  
I F  (K.FQ.2) G3 TO 21 __ J 116 
~ _ _ _  . J 110 
~- ." - " 
". "" 

GO  TO 38 
"~ ~. J 1 6 1  
'5 IF ( N N o E Q . 4 )  GO T O  26 J 162 
NN=NN+ 1 J 163 
I C O U N T ( J ) = N N  J 164 
GO T O  38 J 165 
J 166 26 J F L A r , ( J ) = l  ___" .__ "" 
00 7n M = l  r 4  - J 167 
I F  (Y0EQ.l) GO T O  27 J 1 6 8  
IF  ( K o E Q . 2 )  GO T O  28 J 169 
G ( M ) = S A V E H ( J r M )  J 1 7 0  
Y 1   ( V ) = S A V E P ( J r M )  J 171 
GO T O  29 J 1 7 2  
27 G ( M ) = S A V E H ( J t M )  J 173 
Y 1  ( X  ) = S A V E R  ( J  t M )  J 174 
GO Tr) 29 J 175 
20 G ( M ) = S A V E R ( J * M )  J 176 
Y 1  ( M ) = S A V E H ( J t M )  J 177 
29 Y 2 ( M ) = S A V F T ( J r M )  J 178 
Y 3  ( M  ) = S A V E A  (J  t M  1 J 179 
Y 4 ( M ) = S A V E Z ( J * M )  J 180 
Y 5 ( M ) = S A V E S ( J r M )  J 181 
Y 6 ( M ) = S A V E G ( J * M )  J 182 
Y 7  (M ) = S A V E Z S  (J  t M J 183 
30 C O N T I N U E  J 1 0 4  
I F  (K.FQ.1) GO T O  3 1  J 185 
IF ( K o F I O o 2 )  GO T O  33 J 1 8 6  
C A L L   I N T R P   ( 4 r G t Y I r H H r P )  J 1 8 7  
GO T O  32 J 188 
C A L L   I N T R P  ( 4 r G r Y 5 r H H t S R I )  J 1 9 3  
C A L L   I N T R P  ( 4 r G t Y 6 t H H q G A M I )  J 194 
C A L L   I N T R P  ( 4 t G r Y 7 t H H r Z S I )  J 195 
GO T O  34 J 196 
33 C A L L   I N T R P   ( 4 r G q Y l r R Q r H )  J 197 
C A L L   I N T R P   ( 4 t G t Y 2 t R R t T )  J 198 
C A L L   I N T R P   ( 4 t G * Y 3 t R R , A )  J 1 9 9  
C A L L   I N T R P   ( 4 * G t Y 4 r R R t Z )  J 200 
C A L L   I N T R P   ( 4 r G r Y 5 t R ~ t S R l )  J 201 
C A L L   I N T R P   ( 4 t G t Y 6 r R Q t G A M 1 )  J 202 
C A L L  INTRP ( 4 r G r Y 7 r R R t Z S I )  J 203 
34 IF  ( K o E Q . 1 )  GO T O  35 J 204 
Z S ( J ) = Z S l  ___.___" ~ J 216 
J 217 J U M P = J U M P + l  ~. ." _ _ _ " ~  
GO T n  2 . 
" J 220 
39 C O N T I N U E  J 2 2 1  
C T A P E .  I S  W R I T T E N   I T H   L I N E S  O F  C O N S T A N T   X X  K 2  
C Z ( I 1 )  A N D   X X   A R E   I N D F P E N D E N T   V A R I A B L E S  ~~ K 3  ______..___ 
C Z ( J 1 )  I S  T H E   D E P F N D F N T   V A Q I A B L E  K 4  
. . .  . . . . .  "_ ." . ~ _ _ _  _. 
r, N V =   N O .   F  V A R I A B L E S  ON T A P E   F O R   E A C H   X X   . ( N O T   G R E A T E R   T H A N  9 )  K 8  
C N O -  O F  P O I N T S   F O R   E A C H   X X   N O T   G R E A T E R - T - H A N .  150 K 9  
.. 
~ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _  
5 " -  IF ( G O )  6.3597 -~ K 41 
6 B A C K C P A C E  I T  "_ - K 42 
SPCKqPAC'E I T  
R A C K C P A C F  I T  
"" 
K 43 
K 44 
~ 
I R  lM=l~+l K 72 
I F  ( 1 M - 4 )  20920919 K 71 
19 I M = l  K 74 
IF ( M 1  1 21 921 922 K 76 
2 0  M I = I M - 1  K 75- 
.__ 
T 1  M 1 = 4  K 77 
2 2  M?=Ml-1 K 7 R  
DO 38 I M z 1 . 4  
W R I T F   ( 6 * 4 1 )   I I Q Z ( I ~ ) * X ( I M )  
~" _ _ ~  K 1 1 2  
K 113 
K 1 1 4  
130 W R I T F  ( 6 ~ 4 2 )  ( ( Y ( I M * T I L ) ~ I = ~ ~ N V ) ~ L = ~ ~ N X X X X X )  K 115 
79 RFTIJRN K 1 1 6  
c K 1 1 7  
"" 
N X X X x = N P  ( I M ) 
- ". 
40  F O R M A T   ( / / / 3 9 H  N ~ L ~ N ~ A P E  FOR  THE-cFND- IT  I O N S / / 5 X   * 6 H   S / R =  K 1 18 
I F 1 2 0 6 * 3 7 X * 9 H  E V A L U A T F / ~ X * ~ H Z ( I ~ * ~ H ) = E ~ ~ . ~ V ~ ~ X V ~ H  Z ( l l t l H ) / / / )  K 1 1 9  
4 1   F O R M 4 T   ( l H 1 2 X ~ 3 H  Z(Ilr2H)=F1006/3X~S/R=F1206//120H T *  DEG K K 120 
1 L O G ( I . ( H O )   L O G ( P )   L O G ( H / R )  GA "A A/AA Z  H K 1 2 1  
2 / R T  Z* // 1 K 122 
4 2  F O R M A T   ( 2 X F 1 2 0 2 t 8 F 1 0 0 6 )  K 123 
~~ 
E N D  K 124- 
S U B R O U T I N E   I N T R P   ( N I X I Y I X I N T I Y I N T )  11 
D I M E N S I O N   X ( N ) *   Y ( N )  12 
Y TNT=Oo 13 
00 3 I z 1 . N  14 
I F  ( J - 1  1 I * . ? t l  
- 
18 
1 SUMN=SIJMN* ( X  I NT-X  ( J  ) ) 19 
S U M D = S U M D * ( X ( I ) - X ( J ) )  L 10 
L 1 1  2 CONT I N U E  
3 Y I N T = Y I N T + Y ( I   ) + S U M N / q t J M D  L 1 2  
~. 
R F T l  JRN L 13 
END L 14- 
APPENDIX D - Continued 
A sample  data  printout is presented  on  the  following page. The FORTRAN symbols 
in  the  printout  and  the  corresponding  symbols  defined  in  the  section  entitled "Symbols" 
are as follows: 
P1 
v1 
PT 
&T 
RHO1 
RHOT 
P 
RHO 
T 
H 
S/R 
Z 
GAME 
A 
V 
M 
NRE 
QTCO 
QTHOS ;It (ref. 40) 
QTFR ~t (ref. 41) 
QTPT ;It (ref. 42) 
QTDE ;It (ref. 43) 
QTZO at (ref. 44) 
RN rg 
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I 
RUN P 1  v 1  PT Q T  2HCI1 2 i 2 T  T I  ME 
2.000F+OO 1.040F+O3 6 .1GC6+03 0. 0. 4.85OE-03 0. 1.OOOF-04 
F R E E - S T R E A M  CONDI  T I G N S  
P RHO T S/R 2 A V Y NR E n - - -  - -. - - -. ! - - -@!F ____ 0 
1 .674E+05   6 .225F-02   6 .619€+03  1.926:+07 4 .399E i -91  1.414E+90 1.142E+00  l . .752E+03  4 .757€+02  2 .715E-01  1 .717E+05 2 
e 
a 
c.' 
% 
S T 4 G N A T I O N   C C N D I T I O N S  R E h I N C  h 3 F " A L  St lOCK 
.. " .. __ "" .. - " " 
P P HO T H S / P  Z GAM? A 
1.746E+35  6"+58,"02 6 .643E iJ3   1 . .937F+07   4 .399E+Ol   1 .426E+00   1 .142E+OO  1 .757C+03  
. . . . .  
QTC. 0 Q T H C S  QTFR QT P T  QTDE KIT 20 . . . . .  . . . . . . .  RN 
" - "" ~ 
2 .73LE+07  2 .345E+O7  2 .H67F+C7  3 .447 '+07  2 .8935+07  2 .743f+07  1 .270E-02 
" 
. . . . . . .  
APPENDIX E 
COMPUTER PROGRAM INPUTS 
The FORTRAN NAMELIST capability is used  for  data  input  with INP as the NAME- 
LIST name.  The  inputs  necessary  to  utilize  the  computer  program  in appendix D are as 
follows: 
Program  symb l  Descripti n  and unit 
ITEST  Identifies  data reduction  procedure  to  be  used 
RUN Identifies  fac lity  test  number 
TQILPT . Desired  tolerance of iteration involving  pt 
T#LW  Desired  tolerance of iteration involving ht 
TQILRHQI Desired  tolerance of iteration involving p1 
SPH SPH = 0 for spherical it model 
SPH = 1 for  transverse-cylinder it model 
YQIS YGS = 0 for  pt in  qt  predictions  from  Hansen  (ref. 46) 
YQIS = 1 for  ,ut in kt prediction from Yos (ref. 47) 
QDQI 
TWALL 
TAU 
ETA 
TWE 
RN 
P5M 
PT5M 
QD@ = 0 if  do not want various qt calculated 
QD@ = 1 i f  want various it calculated 
TWALL = 0 for Tw = Tamb 
TWALL = 1 i f  want to calculate Tw using equation (11) 
Test time, T, sec 
Product pcpk of model surface material, W2-sec/m4-K2 
c 
72 
I 
' Program  symbol 
U5M 
QT5M 
RH@5M 
RHOT5M 
SAV 
APPENDIX E - Continued 
Description  and  unit 
(VI) m , m/sec 
pt- m , w/m2 
(P 1) m W m 3  
(Pt)  m ,W m 3  
SAV = 0 for use of AEDC tape 
SAV = 1 for  use of subroutine SAVE (K) 
I 1 be included. For convenience, the required inputs corresponding to a specific ITEST are 
In using a specific  ITEST,  only  the  measured  inputs  associated  with  that  ITEST  need 
I 
,! indicated  in  the following table: 
." 
ITEST 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
- ".- 
- . . . - -  
P5M 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
- 
QT 5M 
X 
X 
X 
~ 
RH05M 
X 
X 
X 
RHOT5M 
X 
X 
X 
T o  reduce  the  number of inputs  in INP, values  are  assigned (within  the  computer 
program)  to  several  input  quantities;  hence,  these  quantities may be  excluded  from INP,  
unless a change in the quantity  from  the  assigned  value is desired.  The  assigned  values 
are as follows: 
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APPENDIX E - Concluded 
Program  symbol 
T ~ ~ L P T  
TQILQT 
T@LRH@ 
SPH 
YQjS 
QW 
TWALL 
TAU 
ETA 
TWE 
RN 
SAV 
Assigned value 
0.001 
0.005 
0.001 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 X 10-4 
2.045 X lo8 
300 
0.01 
1 
74 
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Figure 1.- Sketches illustrating expansion-tube cycle. Region @ denotes 
free-stream conditions (i.e.,  test region). 
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Figure 2.- Comparison of several methods for predicting stagnation-point heat-transfer 
rate in air. rg = 1.27 cm (sphere); T, = 300 K. 
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Figure 3.- Variation of error  parameter 5 for free-stream and stagnation-point flow quantities. 
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(c) ITEST = 3. 
Figure 3. - Continued. 
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(d) ITEST = 4. 
Figure 3.- Continued. 
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Figure 3. - Continued. 
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Figure 3. - Continued. 
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Figure 3. - Continued. 
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Figure 3. -  Continued. 
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